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To Γεωργία
Abstract. The global characteristic initial value problem for linear wave equations on glob-
ally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds is examined, for a class of smooth initial value hy-
persurfaces satisfying favourable global properties. First it is shown that, if geometrically
well-motivated restrictions are placed on the supports of the (smooth) initial datum and of
the (smooth) inhomogeneous term, then there exists a continuous global solution which is
smooth “on each side” of the initial value hypersurface. A uniqueness result in Sobolev regu-
larity H
1/2+ε
loc is proved among solutions supported in the union of the causal past and future
of the initial value hypersurface, and whose product with the indicator function of the causal
future (resp. past) of the hypersurface is past compact (resp. future compact). An explicit
representation formula for solutions is obtained, which prominently features an invariantly
defined, densitised version of the null expansion of the hypersurface. Finally, applications to
quantum field theory on curved spacetimes are briefly discussed.
1. Introduction
This paper streamlines, extends and supersedes the author’s previous analysis [Lup15, Ch.
2] of the global characteristic Cauchy problem for (scalar) linear wave equations on globally
hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds, when the problem is posed on hypersurfaces with favourable
global properties. Existence and uniqueness will be proved in the framework of what will be
referred to as the two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem.
To explain the meaning of the latter, consider first the usual non-characteristic Cauchy prob-
lem for such equations. If M is a manifold, C ⊂ M is a hypersurface, and P is a linear
second-order differential operator on M whose principal symbol yields a Lorentzian metric g
relative to which C is spacelike, then it is well known that, under standard global assumptions
on C and on the Lorentzian manifoldM = (M, g), the Cauchy problem for P is well-posed on C .
In particular, the solution given arbitrary Cauchy data and an arbitrary right-hand side F may
be obtained by “merging” a forward solution φ+, defined to the future of C , with a backward
solution φ−, defined to the past of C . Owing to the finite speed of propagation property for P ,
φ+ (resp. φ−) is zero outside the union of the future (resp. past) domains of influence of the
following two sets: (a) the joint support of the initial data; (b) the support of F multiplied with
the indicator function 1+C (resp. 1
−
C ) of the future (resp. past) domain of influence of C .
1 It is in
the sense just explained that the standard spacelike Cauchy problem is naturally “two-sided”.
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1In keeping with standard Lorentzian geometric terminology, the latter will henceforth be referred to as the
causal future (resp. past) of C .
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The situation is more intricate if the initial value hypersurface C is characteristic for P—i.e.
null relative to g. For, on the one hand, one cannot hope to freely prescribe the full first-
order (i.e. transverse) Cauchy datum once the desired zeroth-order datum (the characteristic
datum) and right-hand side have been specified. And, on the other hand, for a generic such C
neither the existence nor the uniqueness of global or even semi-global solutions are guaranteed
for arbitrary right-hand sides and characteristic data. A well-known framework in which semi-
global existence and uniqueness are guaranteed, for arbitrary (modulo regularity assumptions)
characteristic data and right-hand sides, is the Goursat problem. There, one restricts attention
to a particular subclass of initial value hypersurfaces C , the typical example being the one in
which C is the boundary of the causal future (i.e. the “light cone”) of a point. Then, existence
and uniqueness are guaranteed in the entire causal future of this point (i.e. “inside the light
cone”). A generalisation of this classical Goursat problem was studied by Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r90],
whose results were recently extended, as well as reformulated in a global geometric language,
by Ba¨r and Wafo [BW15]. What these works show is the semi-global existence and uniqueness
of solutions of characteristic Cauchy problems posed on hypersurfaces which are achronal and
whose causal future is “compact in the past”. Semi-global here means to the future of the
hypersurface; that is, to “one side” of it.
1.1. Main results. In this work, a new framework is described in which to investigate the
global existence and uniqueness of solutions to characteristic Cauchy problems. The framework
will be defined chiefly by: (a) a choice of a class of (smooth) characteristic hypersurfaces; (b)
restrictions on the supports of the allowed right-hand sides and (perhaps more importantly) of
the allowed characteristic data; (c) a new natural notion of well-posedness,2 which might be
referred to as “causal well-posedness” and which is in effect a generalisation of the usual notion
valid for spacelike Cauchy surfaces. Then, the main set of results in this paper (Theorems
3.6, 3.7 and 3.13) may be summarised by the statement that the global characteristic Cauchy
problem on globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds and for hypersurfaces in the class referred
to in (a) is causally well-posed whenever the characteristic data and the right-hand sides satisfy
the support conditions referred to in (b).
Points (a), (b) and (c) above will now be individually explained. The conditions singling out
the class of initial value hypersurfaces referred to in (a) are, essentially, achronality together
with a certain completeness condition on the null geodesic generators; it is important to note
that the latter condition is never satisfied in the scenarios considered in [Ba¨r15]. With 1+C
(resp. 1−C ) denoting, as before, the indicator function of the causal future (resp. past) of C ,
the support restrictions referred to in (b) can be broken down as follows: (b1) the support of
the characteristic datum will be “compact in time” (i.e. both compact along future directions
and along past directions) when regarded as a subset of the ambient Lorentzian manifold M ;
(b2) the support of the right-hand side F will be contained in the union of the causal future
and causal past of C in M ; (b3) supp (1+CF ) will be “compact in the past” (i.e. compact along
past directions), and supp (1−CF ) will be “compact in the future” (i.e. compact along future
directions). Finally, and modulo precise statements about regularity for the time being, “causal
well-posedness” is the statement that solutions exist and are unique among those distributional
solutions which themselves satisfy support conditions analogous to (b2) and (b3).
Notice that if C were a smooth spacelike Cauchy surface, then the support conditions (b1),
(b2) and (b3) would be trivially satisfied by any initial data (which, in this case, would also
2Strictly speaking, issues of continuous dependence of solutions will not be investigated in great detail here
and the only result to this effect which shall be presented is Corollary 4.2.
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Figure 1. Setup for the two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem considered in this
paper. In this case, M is a “temporal slab” in (1+1)-dimensional Minkowski space-
time. N is the characteristic initial value surface. The thick blue portion of N and
the light grey areas in M represent the supports of a smooth initial datum f and
of a smooth inhomogeneous term F (respectively) to which the results in this paper
apply. The union of the light grey and dark grey areas contains the support of the
resulting solution φ, uniquely determined by the support properties described in the
text. Notice that N is not a Cauchy surface forM and J+(N )∪J−(N ) is a proper
subset of M .
include some independent normal derivative data) and right-hand side. Similarly, in this case
the notion of causal well-posedness just introduced is identical to the usual notion of well-
posedness. On the other hand, if C is not a spacelike Cauchy surface, conditions (b1), (b2)
and (b3) will generally select proper subspaces of (choosing spaces of smooth functions for
definiteness) C∞(C ) and C∞(M). An example is shown in Figure 1.1, and note that there and
henceforth the characteristic initial value hypersurface of interest will be denoted by N instead
of C in order to highlight its null character.
As in the standard spacelike Cauchy problem, here too the global solution will be obtained
by merging a “forward solution” defined in the causal future of N , with a “backward solution”
defined in the causal past of N . This justifies the expression “two-sided characteristic Cauchy
problem” to indicate the problem formulated and solved in this paper. And in effect, the forward
(resp. backward) solution φ+ (resp. φ−) may be seen as arising from semi-globally solving an
appropriate forward (resp. backward) Goursat problem in the following way—illustrated, for
simplicity, in the case of a vanishing right-hand side F : for a given characteristic datum f , let
N + (resp.N −) be any achronal characteristic hypersurface which is compact in the past (resp.
future) and which includes all points in the intersection between N and the causal future (resp.
past) of supp f .3 Then φ± will be the extension by zero to the rest of J±(N ) of the unique
solution to the forward/backward Goursat problem on N ± with characteristic datum equal to
f on N ± ∩N , and zero elsewhere on N ±.
At the analytical level, the existence statements in this paper (Theorems 3.6 and 3.7) will
be restricted for simplicity to smooth characteristic data and smooth right-hand sides. The
construction will show that both the forward and the backward solution can be extended to
global smooth functions, making the “merge” (continuous and) smooth “on each side” of the
characteristic hypersurface separately. However, discontinuities in transverse derivatives across
the hypersurface will arise in general. Consequently, uniqueness will have to be established
3Equivalently, these are the points of N which may be reached from supp f by travelling in the future (resp.
past) along the null generators of N .
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in a setting of sufficiently low regularity. Indeed, Theorem 3.13 will be a uniqueness result
valid among all distributions in the kernel of P with the aforementioned support properties,
with Sobolev regularity H
1/2+ε
loc for some ε > 0, and with vanishing trace on the initial value
hypersurface.
The arguments for existence given here and in [Lup15, Ch. 2] have in common the heavy re-
liance on a circle of ideas used in an influential 1990 paper by Rendall [Ren90] (see also [CP12]
for a review). Rendall was able to provide a local existence result applicable to characteristic
Cauchy problems for quasi-linear hyperbolic PDEs posed on a portion of the union of two trans-
versely intersecting null hypersurfaces N1 and N2, namely the portion which lies to the causal
future of the submanifold N1 ∩N2 (with similar statements of course with “future” replaced
by “past”). In effect, the geometric setup of Rendall’s paper may be regarded as a special
case of the one in the (generalised) Goursat problem treated in [Ho¨r90, BW15]. Furthermore,
both Rendall’s approach and the one in [BW15] are based on a reduction to the inhomogeneous
spacelike Cauchy problem with vanishing data in the far past. However, in the case of smooth
data, Rendall’s method immediately yields smooth (in the one-sided sense) solutions with no dif-
ficulty, whereas to establish the same using the energy-based methods in [Ho¨r90, BW15] would
seemingly require more work. Some quick comments on this issue and on the relation of the
present work with other literature on characteristic problems will be given in Section 6.1.
The main technical tool in [Ren90] was the celebrated extension theorem of Whitney’s
[Whi34]. The latter allows to construct, in the first step, a function solving the characteris-
tic Cauchy problem to infinite order on the initial value hypersurface; then, the error given
by the failure of this “approximate solution” to be a true solution away from the initial value
hypersurface can be subtracted away by means of a reduction to the standard spacelike Cauchy
problem. In fact, as brought to the author’s attention by A. D. Rendall after the work in [Lup15]
was completed, a considerably streamlined version of the arguments in [Ren90] had later been
presented in [Ren92], in which it was shown that Borel’s lemma could equally well be used
to construct the approximate solution.4 Correspondingly, a global version of Borel’s lemma is
shown here to be sufficient to obtain the main existence result, Theorem 3.6.
Typical arguments for uniqueness in characteristic Cauchy problems rely on adjoint formulae
for P which are simple to establish when the arguments are smooth functions. Such formulae
can be recast as identities—referred to in this paper as jump formulae—showing that the action
on a smooth function of the commutator of P with multiplication by the indicator function of a
regular domain D yields a certain distribution concentrated on the topological boundary of D. If
such a commutator identity can be extended to less regular arguments, it may be used to prove
low-regularity uniqueness for characteristic Cauchy problems. This is the approach pursued in
[BW15].5 Here, it will be argued that it is sufficient to simply extend to rough solutions of P
the special case of this identity which is valid on smooth solutions of P . In this way it will be
possible to improve on what could be directly obtained using the methods in [BW15].
Aside from being used to prove uniqueness, the jump formulae mentioned in the previous
paragraph will eventually lead to a representation formula [Equation (38)] neatly expressing the
unique solution of a two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem in terms of the application of the
retarded-minus-advanced Green operator to a sum of “single-layer” distributions (see Appendix
4And notice that perhaps a precursor to Rendall’s method in the linear case may be found in the local
existence proof for the classical Goursat problem sketched in [Fri75, Thm. 5.4.2].
5Jump formulae for characteristic domains in hyperbolic problems have also recently been studied in [Ler17],
in the context of unique continuation for ill-posed characteristic problems.
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D.2) supported on N . One of these single layers is defined in terms a certain density on N ,
introduced here and called the expansion density of N by analogy with the well-known (but not
invariantly defined) notion of null expansion in Lorentzian geometry. In the case in which the
tangential component of the vector field representing possible first-order terms in P vanishes, the
argument of the retarded-minus-advanced Green operator in the representation formula enjoys
a remarkably simple scaling behaviour when the ambient Lorentzian metric is multiplied by a
conformal factor which is constant on null generators (Theorem 5.4). Finally if, in addition, the
expansion density of the hypersurface is identically zero, the representation formula becomes
particularly simple. Possible implications for quantum field theory on curved spacetimes will be
discussed in Section 6.3.
As a final note, it is worth mentioning that the careful treatment of the aforementioned
lack of smoothness for the solutions to two-sided characteristic Cauchy problems has been a
serious (and interesting) technical hurdle in certain literature on the rigorous quantisation of
linear field theories on curved spacetimes, and in particular on spacetimes possessing null (event
or Killing) horizons. Indeed, existence, “two-sided smoothness”, and uniqueness of solutions
“falling/propagating entirely through” characteristic hypersurfaces have been assumed and used
in the literature on the Hawking or Unruh effect; see, e.g., [Wal94, Ch. 7] and references therein.
In particular, a precise understanding of what global degree of regularity can be generically
expected from two-sided characteristic Cauchy problems was of crucial importance in the seminal
work by Kay and Wald [KW91] on the interplay between bifurcate Killing horizon structures
and the so-called Hadamard condition on quantum states for linear Klein–Gordon fields. This
issue will be revisited in Section 6.2.
1.2. Plan of the paper. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises known back-
ground on second-order hyperbolic partial differential equations on manifolds; Section 3.1 is a
self-contained exposition of (essentially known) facts on the propagation equations obtained by
evaluating linear wave equations and their differential consequences on characteristic hypersur-
faces; the construction of global solutions to two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem is carried
out in Section 3.2; the regularity of the solutions is briefly examined in Section 3.3; two funda-
mental jump formulae are derived in Section 3.4 (Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9), the second of
which is used in Section 3.5 to establish uniqueness; in Section 4, a first representation formula
for solutions is derived (Proposition 4.1) which immediately yields a statement on continuous
dependence (Corollary 4.2) and which, upon using the other jump formula in Section 3.4, yields
in Section 4.1 the final representation formula in the homogeneous case; in Section 5.1, the
expansion density of a null hypersurface in a Lorentzian manifold is shown to be invariantly
defined and its behaviour under certain changes in the ambient metric is studied, leading in
Section 5.2 to some remarks on universality in the two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem; the
relation with the existing literature, together with some applications to quantum field theory
on curved spacetimes, is discussed in Section 6. There are four appendices: Appendix A covers
material on Lorentzian causality theory needed in the main body of text; Appendix B collects
properties of null hypersurfaces in Lorentzian manifolds; Appendix C contains a self-contained
statement and proof of a global version of the Borel Lemma; a version of the divergence theorem
applicable to densities on manifolds is recalled in Appendix D, together with its consequences
on formal adjoints of differential operators.
1.3. Notation and terminology. Throughout, a “manifold” will always be a smooth, second-
countable, Hausdorff manifold. The expression “smooth hypersurface” will be used to indicate a
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smoothly embedded codimension-1 submanifold (without boundary). A “topological hypersur-
face” will be an embedded topological submanifold of codimension 1. The topological boundary,
closure and interior of a set A in a topological space X will be denoted by ∂A, A and A◦ respec-
tively. Given a smoothly embedded submanifold S of M , N∗S ⊆ T ∗M will denote the (total
space of the) conormal bundle of S.
If M is a manifold, X(M) will denote the set of global C∞ vector fields on M . The density
bundle of M will be denoted by DM ; a (rough, Ck) global section of this bundle will be called
a (rough, Ck) density on M . For any k ∈ N0 ∪ {∞}, Γk(c)(E) will denote the vector space
of Ck-regular (and compactly supported) sections of E. The continuous dual of the LF-space
Γ∞c (DM ⊗E∗) will be called the space of distributional sections of E and denoted by Γ−∞(E).
Γ−∞(M × R) will be denoted by D ′(M), and its elements simply distributions on M . E ′(M)
will denote the subspace of D ′(M) consisting of compactly supported distributions. When
convenient, the notation 〈φ , ν〉 will be used to indicate the evaluation of φ ∈ D ′(M) on an
element ν ∈ Γ∞(DM) such that supp ν ∩ suppφ is compact. Square brackets will be used
around scalar-valued functions to define multiplication operators on sections: namely, for any
section φ and scalar function v, [v]φ is the section x 7→ v(x) · φ(x).
The signature convention (+,−, . . . ,−) for Lorentzian metrics is adopted here. If (M, g)
is a Lorentzian manifold, ∇ will denote the Levi-Civita connection arising from g; ] and [
will indicate index raising and lowering (respectively) using g. The gradient, divergence and
d’Alembert operators associated with g are (respectively)
grad : C∞(M) 3 φ 7→ [dφ]] ∈ X(M),
div : X(M) 3 X 7→ Tr[∇X] = ∇aXa ∈ C∞(M),
g : C∞(M) 3 φ 7→ div gradφ = ∇a∇aφ ∈ C∞(M).
A Lorentzian manifold (M, g) is said to be time orientable if there exists a global, smooth,
timelike vector field. In this case, two global and continuous notions of “future-directedness” of
tangent vector are possible on (M, g), and for one such choice denoted by t the triple (M, g, t)
will be called a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold. As usual (see, e.g., [O’N83]), for a subset
A of a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold, the chronological future/past of A will be denoted
by I+/−(A), the causal future/past of A by J+/−(A), and the causal shadow of A by J(A) .=
J+(A) ∪ J−(A). A time-oriented Lorentzian manifold (M, g, t) is said to be globally hyperbolic
if it does not allow for closed causal curves and if the set J+(p)∩J−(q) are compact for any two
p, q ∈M [BS07]. Further results and notation are provided in Appendix A and in Appendix B.
A final note concerns the use of the letter n throughout the text: while it will stand for a
vector field in Section 3.1, in most of Section 3.2 and in Appendix B, it will stand for a covector
field in the proof of Theorem 3.7, in Sections 3.4, 3.5, 4 and 5, and in Appendix D.
2. Generalities on normally hyperbolic differential operators
Whenever a manifold is equipped with a Lorentzian metric tensor, there arises a distinguished
class of second-order differential operators.
Definition 2.1 (Normally hyperbolic operators [BGP07]). Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold
and E →M be a vector bundle. A second-order linear differential operator P : Γ∞(E)→ Γ∞(E)
is said to be normally hyperbolic if
σP (ξ) = g
−1(ξ, ξ) idE for all ξ ∈ T ∗M,
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where σP : T
∗M → End(E) denotes the principal symbol of P [Nic07, Ch. 10], and g−1 ∈
Γ∞(TM ⊗ TM) is the inverse metric tensor.
As effectively first noticed by Leray [Ler53] (for modern treatments, see [BGP07, Gin09,
Rin09, Ba¨r17]), whenever (M, g) is (time orientable and) globally hyperbolic such operators
admit a well-posed initial value formulation on (smooth) spacelike Cauchy surfaces. To wit: If
P is as in Definition 2.1 then, given (i) a smooth spacelike Cauchy surface C , (ii) a smooth
vector field ν along C and transverse to C , (iii) a pair (ϕ, pi) of smooth (resp. distributional)
sections of E|C (the Cauchy data), and (iv) a smooth (resp. distributional) section F of E (the
inhomogeneity), the system
(1)

Pφ = F
φC = ϕ
[∇νφ]C = pi
admits a unique smooth (resp. distributional) and global solution. Furthermore, if certain
suitably topologized spaces of Cauchy data and of inhomogeneities are chosen together with a
suitably topologized codomain for the solution operator, it is possible to prove that the latter
is continuous. This state of affairs is referred to as the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem.
Although normally hyperbolic operators form a wide class, attention in this paper will be
restricted for simplicity to the case of normally hyperbolic operators acting on smooth real-
valued functions, i.e. on sections of the trivial line bundle E = M × R. The most general such
operator takes the form
(2) P = g +X + [q],
where g is the d’Alembert operator associated with g, X is a smooth vector field, and q is a
smooth (real-valued) function.
2.1. Formal adjoints. The following definition is standard and is recalled here to set notation.
Definition 2.2. Let M be a manifold and µ be a nowhere-vanishing smooth volume density.
Let E1, E2 be vector bundles over M and over a common field K, and E∗1 , E∗2 be the respective
dual bundles. Let P : Γ∞(E1) → Γ∞(E2) be a differential operator. The formal adjoint P † of
P with respect to µ is the differential operator P † : Γ∞(E∗2 )→ Γ∞(E∗1 ) uniquely defined by
(3)
∫
M
β(Pα)µ =
∫
M
[P †β](α)µ
for all β ∈ Γ∞(E∗2 ) and α ∈ Γ∞(E1) such that suppβ ∩ suppα is compact.
Remark. Distributionally, Equation (3) reads simply as [Pα](βµ) = α([P †β]µ), and this formu-
lation allows to extend P by (weak-*) continuity to distributional sections of E1. The resulting
extension will still be denoted by P and elements in its kernel will be referred to as distributional
solutions of P .
If E1 = E2 = E and there is a preferred vector bundle isomorphism E → E∗ covering the
identity, then P † can be regarded as an operator Γ∞(E)→ Γ∞(E), and P is said to be formally
self-adjoint relative to this identification if P † = P .
Infinitesimally, at least whenever M is orientable, one has the following equivalent charac-
terisation of formal adjoints, which is a version of the Green–Vinogradov formula—see [AB02,
ABV04] and references therein. P † is the unique differential operator for which there exists a
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vector-field–valued bilinear and bidifferential operator G : Γ∞(E∗2 ) × Γ∞(E1) → X(M), called
here a Green vector field for P , such that
(4) β(Pα)− [P †β](α) = divµG[β, α],
where divµ—the divergence operator on vector fields relative to a fixed density—is defined by
Equation (43) in Appendix D.6
Henceforth, whenever a background Lorentzian metric g is introduced, all formal adjoints
will be automatically understood to be so relative to the induced volume density µg. If P is of
the form given in Equation (2), its formal adjoint is
(5) P † = g −X + [q − divX] = P − 2X − [divX].
Indeed, this follows from the formal self-adjointness of g together with Corollary D.2. Since
2X + [divX] = 0 if and only if X = 0, P is formally self-adjoint if and only if X = 0. Equation
(5) then also allows to find a Green vector field for P , namely
(6) j[χ, φ]
.
= χ gradφ− φ gradχ+ χφX, χ, φ ∈ C∞(M).
For an analogous general result the reader may consult Lem. 3.2.1 in [BGP07]. Note that j is
antisymmetric if and only if X = 0.
In Appendix D.2, some formulae are presented for the commutator between a generic partial
differential operator and the operator of multiplication by the indicator function of a suitable
domain. When specialised to the case of (scalar) normally hyperbolic operators, such formulae
will play a crucial role at several points in this paper. Accordingly, let (M, g) be a Lorentzian
manifold, µ = µg be the metric volume density, and P be of the form given in Equation (2).
The fundamental identity is Equation (48) in Corollary D.3 when applied to this case. Namely:
(7) 〈[[1D], P ]φ , χµg〉 =
∫
D
div j[χ, φ]µg =
∫
∂D
[
χn]φ− φn]χ+ φχn(X)] ιnµg
whenever D is a domain with locally Lipschitz boundary in N , n is a (possibly rough and/or
almost everywhere defined) field of outward-pointing conormals to ∂D, and φ, χ ∈ C∞(M) are
such that suppχ ∩ suppφ ∩D is compact.
2.2. Green hyperbolicity of normally hyperbolic operators. As well as providing well-
posedness for the spacelike Cauchy problem, normally hyperbolic operators on globally hyper-
bolic manifolds belong to the (wider) class of Green hyperbolic operators studied in detail in
[BG12, Kha14, Ba¨r15]. Namely, it holds for any globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold M
and normally hyperbolic operator P : Γ∞(E)→ Γ∞(E) that there exist a retarded (+) and an
advanced (−) Green operator Ĝ± for P ; by definition, Ĝ± is a linear map Γ∞c (E) → Γ∞(E)
such that
(i) P ◦ Ĝ± = Ĝ± ◦ P Γ∞c (E) = idΓ∞c (E);
(ii) supp Ĝ±ψ ⊆ J±(suppψ) for all ψ ∈ Γ∞c (E).
It can be shown that the retarded and advanced Green operators are uniquely determined by
the requirements (i) and (ii). Note also that since P † is also normally hyperbolic, it possesses
operators with analogous properties. Ĝ± may be used to solve a particular Cauchy problem in
which, given an inhomogeneity F ∈ Γ∞c (E), a solution φ to Pφ = F is sought which vanishes
on any spacelike Cauchy surface C∓ such that suppF ⊂ J±(C∓)—equivalently, which vanishes
6Indeed, if Equation (4) holds then Equation (3) follows upon applying the divergence theorem for densities
(see Appendix D).
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outside J±(suppF ). Namely, φ±
.
= Ĝ±F does the job. Actually, similar statements may be
made for larger classes of inhomogeneities as will now be recalled. The reader is referred to
Appendix A for notation on distinguished spaces of sections, and to [Ba¨r15] for proofs.
Theorem 2.3. If P is a normally hyperbolic operator acting on sections of a vector bundle E
over a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold, then it is bijective as a map Γ−∞pc (E)→ Γ−∞pc (E)
and as a map Γ−∞fc (E)→ Γ−∞fc (E). The resulting inverses are extensions
G+ : Γ
−∞
pc (E)→ Γ−∞pc (E) and G− : Γ−∞fc (E)→ Γ−∞fc (E)
of Ĝ+ and Ĝ− (respectively) which enjoy support properties analogous to (ii) above. Further-
more, G+[Γ
∞
pc(E)] = Γ
∞
pc(E) and G−[Γ
∞
fc (E)] = Γ
∞
fc (E). 
If P and the underlying Lorentzian manifold are as in Theorem 2.3, one may use the maximally
extended advanced and retarded Green operators for P to define the (maximally extended)
causal Green operator for P . This is
G
.
= G+ −G− : Γ−∞tc (E)→ Γ−∞(E),
extending Ĝ
.
= Ĝ+ − Ĝ− : Γ−∞c (E) → Γ∞(E), and it holds that supp Gτ ⊆ J(supp τ) for any
τ ∈ Γ−∞tc (E). It is also evident that G maps to distributional solutions. In fact, G is surjective
on the space of all distributional solutions of P (the argument for this being essentially the same
as the one given in Footnote 15).
3. Existence and uniqueness in the two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem
for linear wave equations
Let P be a normally hyperbolic differential operator acting on sections of a vector bundle
E over a Lorentzian manifold (M, g). By the very definition of normal hyperbolicity, the char-
acteristic set of P consists of all non-zero covectors ξ which are null for g in the sense that
g−1(ξ, ξ) = 0—equivalently, such that ξ] is a (g-)null vector. Hence, the characteristic Cauchy
problem for P is {
Pφ = F
φN = f,
where N ⊂ M is a null hypersurface, and F (resp. f) is a prescribed sections of E (resp. of
E|N ). In this paper, E will be taken to be the trivial line bundle.
This section contains the main existence and uniqueness results in this paper. As already
discussed in the introduction, the existence result uses ideas presented in influential work of
Rendall’s [Ren90, Ren92]. Rendall’s arguments were local, but valid for a class of nonlinear hy-
perbolic equations. Here, a geometric framework will be provided in which Rendall’s arguments
can be globalised in the linear case.
3.1. Scalar wave equations and their differential consequences on characteristic hy-
persurfaces. It is known for generic partial differential operators of any order k that, in local
coordinates adapted to a characteristic hypersurface, the equation Pφ = F cannot be rewritten
in such a way as to express a kth order transverse derivative of φ at N in terms of the values at
N of φ and of its other derivatives up to order k. Instead, when evaluated on N the equation
Pφ = F reduces to compatibility conditions between φN , its derivatives along N , and deriva-
tives along N of the transverse derivatives of φ up to order k− 1. This is completely unlike the
situation in the Cauchy problem posed on non-characteristic hypersurfaces.
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This situation will now be studied in detail in the case of interest for the present paper,
namely that of scalar normally hyperbolic operators on Lorentzian manifolds. The final result
of this subsection, Corollary 3.2, will later allow to view the evaluation on a null (initial value)
hypersurfaceN of any normally hyperbolic equation (resp. of all its differential consequences) as
a parametrised family of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the first (resp. higher-order)
transverse derivative of the putative solution along the null generators of N .
Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold of dimension d+ 1, and let {e0, . . . , ed} be an arbitrary
local frame for TM around a point p. Further let {0, . . . , d} be its dual coframe, uniquely
defined by the requirement that µ(eν) ≡ δµν for all µ, ν = 0, . . . , d. Then
∇ gradφ = ∇[µ(gradφ)eµ] = ∇[(µ]φ)eµ] = ∇[µ]φ]⊗ eµ + [µ]φ]∇eµ.
The following simple representation of the d’Alembert operator follows:
(8) gφ = Tr [∇ gradφ] = (eµ + [div eµ])(µ]φ).
The interested reader might find it instructive, before considering hypersurfaces, to first
examine the form of the d’Alembert operator along a single null curve, in terms of an arbitrary
local frame adapted to the curve.7 Suppose that p ∈ M , that γ is a smoothly embedded null
curve through p with image Γ ⊂ M , and that a smooth frame field {n, t,m1, . . . ,md−1} with
dual coframe field {ν, τ, µ1, . . . , µd−1} is defined around p with the following properties: (a) n
is tangent to Γ (and hence null there); (b) on Γ, mi (i = 1, . . . , d − 1) is orthogonal to n. It is
clear that:
• on Γ, τ ] is proportional to n, i.e. τ ] = ν(τ ])n + ξ = g(τ ], ν])n + ξ, where ξ is a local
vector field vanishing on Γ;
• on Γ, ν] does not belong to the null hyperplanes spanned by n and the mi’s, i.e. ν] =
ν(ν])n+ τ(ν])t+ µi(ν])mi = g(ν
], ν])n+ g(τ ], ν])t+ g(µi
]
, ν])mi with g(τ
], ν]) 6= 0 on
Γ;
• on Γ, each µi] belongs to those hyperplanes but is not proportional to n.
In this frame, and after a minor rearrangement, Equation (8) reads
(9) gφ = n(ν]φ) + t(τ ]φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+ div n · ν]φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
+mi
(
µi
]
φ
)
+
(
div t · τ ] + divmi · µi]
)
φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(III)
.
The properties specific to the chosen local frame may now be used to further polish the expression
denoted by (I). To wit,
n(ν]φ) = g(τ ], ν]) · n(tφ) + n(g(τ ], ν])) · tφ+ · · ·
where the ellipses indicate here and below that the remaining terms are smooth linear combi-
nations (with coefficients independent of φ) of terms of the type Xφ or Y (Xφ) with X and Y
vector fields in the collection {n,m1, . . . ,md−1} and n always to the left of any of the mi’s—in
particular, no “t derivatives” are present in those terms. It will be convenient to introduce the
notation β
.
= g(τ ], ν]). Recalling that ξ
.
= τ ] − βn vanishes on Γ, for any function φ it follows
that V ξφ = [V, ξ]φ on Γ. Therefore, on Γ all the following equalities hold:
t(τ ]φ) = t(β · nφ+ ξφ) = β · t(nφ) + t(ξφ) + · · · = β · t(nφ) + [t, ξ]φ+ · · ·
= β · t(nφ) + τ([t, ξ]) · tφ+ · · · = β · t(nφ) + g(τ ], [t, ξ]) · tφ+ · · ·
7Alternatively, the reader may proceed to the paragraph preceding Equation (13) and refer back only to those
calculations which are explicitly needed there.
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= β · t(nφ) + βg(n, [t, ξ]) · tφ+ · · · .
Putting together the results so far, and commuting vectors once more,
(I) = β
{
n(tφ) + t(nφ)
}
+
{
βg(n, [t, ξ]) + nβ
} · tφ+ · · ·
= 2β · n(tφ) + β · [t, n]φ+ {βg(n, [t, ξ]) + nβ} · tφ+ · · ·
= 2β · n(tφ) +
{
β2g(n, [t, n]) + βg(n, [t, ξ]) + nβ
}
· tφ+ · · ·
on Γ. Finally, one can deal with expressions (II) and (III) in a similar way. In particular (and
again with all equalities valid on Γ),
(II) = β div n · tφ+ · · ·
and mi
(
µi
]
φ
)
= mi
(
ν
(
µi
])
nφ+ µj
(
µi
])
mjφ
)
= g
(
µi
]
, ν]
)
[mi, n]φ+ · · ·
= βg
(
µi
]
, ν]
)
g(n, [mi, n]) · tφ+ · · · .
As a result Equation (9), when both sides are evaluated on Γ, becomes
(10) gφ = 2β · n(tφ) + ζ · tφ+Dφ,
where
(11) ζ
.
= β
{
βg(n, [t, n]) + g(n, [t, ξ]) + div n+ g
(
µi
]
, ν]
)
g(n, [mi, n])
}
+ nβ,
while D is a second-order differential operator involving compositions of the vector fields n, m1,
. . . , md−1 but no mi(nφ) terms.
Suppose now that: γ is parametrised as an integral curve of n; P = g + X + [q] with X a
smooth vector field and q a smooth function; F is a smooth function defined in a neighbourhood
of Γ. Let the following information be known about a C2 function φ defined in a neighbourhood
of Γ:
• its values on Γ;
• the values of miφ and mi(mjφ) on Γ (i, j = 1, . . . , d− 1);
• Pφ = F on Γ (but not necessarily elsewhere).
[Notice that the above data also uniquely determine nφ, n(nφ) and n(miφ) on Γ.] Then, denoting
the parameter along γ by s so that n is just dds there, and decomposing the vector field X in
the chosen frame as X = τ(X)t+ X˜ = βg(n,X)t+ X˜, Equation (10) immediately yields
(12) 0 = (Pφ− F ) ◦ γ = 2β d(tφ ◦ γ)
ds
+
{
[ζ + βg(n,X)] · tφ+D′φ− F
}
◦ γ,
where D′ .= D + X˜ + [q] and ζ is as defined above. Equation (12) is simply a first-order
ODE determining the evolution of the only unknown tφ along γ. This ODE is the prototype
“propagation equation”—to use the same terminology as in [Ren90] and in related literature—
for a linear, second-order, normally hyperbolic PDE along an arbitrary null curve and in a
given choice of local frame. Conversely, of course, any φ satisfying Equation (12) will also solve
Pφ = F on Γ.
The situation of principal interest, namely that involving a smooth null hypersurface N ⊂M ,
will now be examined. Assume there exists a non-zero vector field t, defined and smooth in an
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open set U with N ∩ U 6= ∅, and transverse to N .8 Analogous arguments to the ones used
in the proof of Proposition B.1 show that t uniquely singles out a smooth nowhere-vanishing
section n of the null line bundle of N ∩ U , such that g(n, t) = 1. Lie transporting n off N
along the flow of t further defines an extension of n—still denoted by n in what follows—to a
vector field defined and smooth in a sufficiently small open neighbourhood of N ∩ U in U ; by
construction, [t, n] = £tn = 0 there. By shrinking U if necessary, this neighbourhood may be
assumed to be the whole of U . In a similar way (again shrinking U if necessary), t also singles
out a smooth one-form τ on U by the requirements that τ(t) = 1 and that ker τ be invariant
under the pushforward by the flow of t. Let m1, . . . ,md−1 be smooth vector fields on N ∩ U
commuting with the restriction of n to N , and such that {n,m1, . . . ,md−1} is a local frame
field for TN . Once more (and possibly after shrinking U), Lie transporting m1, . . . ,md−1 offN
along the flow of t promotes them to smooth vector fields on U (denoted by the same letters), and
F .= {n, t,m1, . . . ,md−1} is a frame field for U . τ was chosen so that τ(t) = 1, τ(n) = τ(mi) = 0
for each i = 1, . . . , d−1. Hence, the dual coframe field to F is F∗ .= {ν, τ, µ1, . . . , µd−1} for some
ν, µ1, . . . , µd−1. Moreover, τ ] = n on N ∩ U and hence also β = g(τ ], ν]) = 1 there. It is then
not hard to see that, on N ∩U , the function ζ defined in (11) simply equals g(n, [t, τ ]]) + div n.
Accordingly, a statement analogous to Equation (10) holds: defining the second-order differential
operator
(13) D(N ,t)
.
= g − 2nt− [g(n, [t, τ ]]) + div n] · t,
and letting i : N ∩U → U be the inclusion, one sees that i∗[D(N ,t)φ] = 0 whenever i∗φ = 0. It
follows—from the Peetre theorem [Pee59] if one wishes to adopt such an abstract viewpoint—
that there exists a unique linear and at most second-order differential operator ∆(N ,t) on N
such that i∗◦D(N ,t) = ∆(N ,t)◦i∗. More generally, if L is a differential operator on M , i : S →M
is a smoothly embedded submanifold, and i∗[Lχ] = 0 whenever i∗χ = 0, there exists a unique
differential operator Λ on S, of at most the same order as L, such that i∗◦L = Λ◦i∗. The phrase
“L pulls back to Λ” or, symbolically, i∗L = Λ, will be used to describe this situation compactly.
The following theorem, which is a “null hypersurface version” of Equation (12), follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold, N be a smooth null hypersurface, and t
be a smooth non-zero vector field everywhere transverse to N . Let P
.
= g + X + [q], where
X is a smooth vector field and q is a smooth function. All objects apart from the metric g need
only be defined in a suitable open set U in M intersecting N , and the embedding of N ∩U into
U will be denoted by i. Then
Pφ = 2n(tφ) +K(N ,t,X) · tφ+D(N ,t,X,q)φ,
where K(N ,t,X)
.
= g(n, [t, τ ]])+div n+g(n,X), D(N ,t,X,q)
.
= D(N ,t) +X−g(n,X)t+[q], D(N ,t)
is defined in Equation (13), and the vector fields n and τ ] are obtained in a canonical way from
the pair (N , t) and the metric g in the manner described above. D(N ,t,X,q) is a second-order
differential operator which pulls back to a differential operator on N ∩ U . More generally, for
any r ∈ N0,
(14) trPφ = 2n(tr+1φ) +K(r) · tr+1φ+
r∑
k=0
D
(r)
k t
kφ,
8No further restrictions will be placed on the causal character of t in this subsection.
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where each K(r) is a smooth function independent of φ and each D
(r)
k is a linear differential
operator of order at most 2, independent of φ, which pulls back to a differential operator on
N ∩ U .
Proof. Equation (14) will be proved by induction on r. The base case r = 0 has already been
proven—with K(0)
.
= K(N ,t,X) and D
(0)
0
.
= D(N ,t,X,q). Suppose the statement holds true for r.
Then, since [t, n] = 0,
tr+1P = 2ntr+2 +K(r) · tr+2 + tK(r) · tr+1 +
r∑
k=0
tD
(r)
k t
k.
The last two terms can be rewritten as
t(K(r)) · tr+1 +
r∑
k=0
tD
(r)
k t
k = tK(r) · tr+1 +
r+1∑
k=1
D
(r)
k−1t
k +
r∑
k=0
[t,D
(r)
k ]t
k
= {D(r)r + [tK(r)]}tr+1 +
r∑
k=1
D
(r)
k−1t
k +
r∑
k=0
[t,D
(r)
k ]t
k.
Clearly, one need only show that the last term is of the required form, i.e. that
∑r
k=0[t,D
(r)
k ]t
k =∑r+1
k=0 Lkt
k where each Lk is a differential operator of order at most 2 and which pulls back to
a differential operator on N ∩ U . Each [t,D(r)k ] is of order at most 1. Therefore, shrinking
the neighbourhood U further if necessary, [t,D(r)k ] admits a “decomposition” adapted to t and
N ∩ U in the sense that [t,D(r)k ] = hk · t+Rk where each hk is a smooth function and each Rk
is a first-order differential operator on U which pulls back to a differential operator on N ∩ U .
[To prove this, one may first cover N ∩ U by open neighbourhoods equipped with coordinates
adapted to N ∩ U and to the flow of t; expressing the differential operator locally in each
coordinate neighbourhood, and running a simple partition of unity argument, then yields the
desired global form.] Thus,
r∑
k=0
[t,D
(r)
k ]t
k =
r+1∑
k=1
hk−1 · tk +
r∑
k=0
Rkt
k,
and the claim immediately follows. 
Corollary 3.2. Let (M, g), N , t, n, P , U and i : N ∩ U → U be as in the statement of
Theorem 3.1. Let also F be a given smooth function on U . Then, for any r ∈ N0, there exist
smooth functions κ(r) and a collection {∆(r)k }k=0,...,r of differential operators on N ∩U of order
at most 2, such that
(15) i∗tr[Pφ− F ] = 2nφ(r+1)t + κ(r) · φ(r+1)t +
r∑
k=0
∆
(r)
k φ
(k)
t − i∗[trF ] ∀ φ ∈ C∞(U),
where n
.
= i∗n ∈ X(N ∩ U) and φ(r)t .= i∗[trφ]. Consequently, φ solves Pφ = F on N ∩ U to
order r if and only if, for every ` = 0, . . . , r, its transverse derivative φ`+1t restricted to N ∩ U
is compatible with the collection {φjt}j=0,...,` of all lower-order transverse derivatives restricted
to N ∩ U , in the sense that the right-hand side of Equation (15) equals zero. 
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3.2. Existence of solutions to two-sided characteristic Cauchy problems. Throughout
this subsection, M = (M, g, t) is a given globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold of dimension
d + 1, and N is an achronal, closed, smooth null hypersurface whose null generators, when
reparametrised as null geodesics entirely contained in N , are future and past inextensible in
M . The reader is referred to Proposition B.8 for facts relevant to this setup, and for notation
introduced there and adopted in this section. Let P be a normally hyperbolic, scalar differential
operator of the form given in Equation (2). Let the (extended) Green operators G+,G−, and
the (extended) causal Green operator G = G+ −G−, be as in Section 2.2.
Building on the preparatory work in the previous subsection, the existence and regularity
properties of solutions to “two-sided” characteristic Cauchy problems will now be established.
Let t be a global, smooth, timelike vector field—clearly, t is transverse to N . Corollary 3.2
gives the form, relative to t, of the sequence of restrictions to N of the differential consequences
of Pφ = F obtained by taking arbitrarily many t-derivatives of the equation. Now let S be
an arbitrary cross-section N , which exists under the current assumptions by Proposition B.7.
Using S together with the N -vector field n introduced in the statement of Corollary 3.2, a
diffeomorphism χ may be obtained fromN to an open subsetW of Rs×S containing {0}×S .9
The condition of vanishing of tr[Pφ− F ] on N becomes, by Equation (15),
(16) 2
∂φ˜
(r+1)
t
∂s
+ κ˜(r) · φ˜(r+1)t +
r∑
k=0
∆˜
(r)
k φ
(k)
t − ˜i∗[trF ] = 0 on W,
where tildes on functions denote pre-compositions with the inverse of χ. If the last two terms
on the left-hand side of Equation (16) are regarded as known quantities and denoted collectively
by V˜ (r) ∈ C∞(W), then one is simply looking for solutions u to
(17) 2
∂u
∂s
+ κ˜(r) · u+ V˜ (r) = 0 on W.
Letting Ix ⊆ R, for each x ∈ S , denote the projection onto the first factor of W ∩ (R× {x}), a
single smooth solution u to the above equation onW is equivalently characterised by a “smooth
family” {ux ∈ C∞(Ix)}x∈S of functions, each solving the ODE (on Ix) obtained by replacing u,
κ˜(r) and V˜ (r) in Equation (17) by ux, κ˜(r)(·, x) and V˜ (r)(·, x) respectively. It is in this sense that
the vanishing of tr[Pφ−F ] on N —given prior knowledge of the (smooth) restrictions of t`φ to
N for each ` = 0, . . . , r—can be regarded as equivalent to the existence of a “smooth family”
of solutions to a family of ODEs with coefficient functions smoothly dependent on parameters
in S . Since these ODEs are linear (up to the presence of a inhomogeneity), standard results
on the smooth dependence of solutions of ODEs on parameters and initial conditions (see, e.g.,
[CL55, Sec. 1.7]) guarantee that, if smooth initial conditions are imposed on {0}×S , a solution
u in W exists, is unique, and is everywhere smooth.10
The above analysis, together with the last statement in Corollary 3.2, suggests the following
procedure for obtaining “transverse derivative data up to order r + 1” on N which may arise
from a function φ, defined and Cr+2 in an open neighbourhood of N and which solves Pφ = F
to order r on N (but not necessarily elsewhere):
I. Set φ
(0)
t
.
= f for some f ∈ C∞(N );
9This diffeomorphism amounts to choosing the zero value of the parameter on each integral curve of n to be
at the curve’s unique intersection with S .
10These results are only local in the case of nonlinear ODEs, but become global if the ODEs are linear. Note
also that the potential dependence of the ODE domain Ix on the parameter x does not cause trouble here.
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II. by imposing the initial conditions φ
(`+1)
t S = g(`+1) for given g(`) ∈ C∞(S ), recursively
solve each “`th order propagation equation”, i.e. Equation (15) with r replaced by ` and
the latter ranging from 0 to r, to uniquely obtain the order ` + 1 transverse derivative
datum φ
(`+1)
t ∈ C∞(N ).
Clearly, the procedure may accommodate r = ∞, and indeed this is the case of interest in the
remainder of this paper. While, in the setting of a general characteristic Cauchy problem, the
initial value f is precisely what is assumed given as part of the problem, the cross-section S and
sequence (g(r))∞r=0 of initial conditions on S are not. However, in the present context of wave-
like equations—which are well known to enjoy finite speed of propagation properties—natural
choices for these do arise if one also puts some restrictions on the supports of the inhomogeneity
F and of the initial value f .
Namely, under the assumptions and notation of this subsection, let
(18) F
.
=
∞⋃
n=0
supp [i∗(tnF )];
since N is assumed closed, the closure above may equally well be taken in M or in N with
the relative topology, and F ⊆ N . In what follows, supp f and F will be freely regarded as
subsets of M . If both these sets are past [resp. future] compact, then it is possible to find a
smooth spacelike Cauchy surface C− [resp. C+] such that
(19) supp f ∪F ⊂ I+(C−) [resp. supp f ∪F ⊂ I−(C+)].
The set S +
.
= C+ ∩N [resp. S − .= C− ∩N ] is a cross-section of N by Lemma B.5. By
construction and by the recursive structure of the tower of parametrised ODEs in question, the
following is clearly true of any sequence (φ
(r)
t )
∞
r=0 of transverse derivative data onN compatible
with the characteristic Cauchy problem and with its differential consequences.
Lemma 3.3. Let r ∈ N0, and suppose that supp f and F are past compact subsets of M . Then,
using the notation introduced in Proposition B.8 and letting the cross-section S − of N be as
just described, suppφ
(r+1)
t ⊆ supp f+∪F+ whenever suppφ(r)t ⊆ supp f+∪F+ and φ(r+1)t = 0
on S −. An analogous result (given by replacing + with −) holds if instead supp f and F are
future compact subsets of M . 
It will henceforth be assumed that supp f and F are simultaneously past and future compact
subsets of M ; that is, both sets are temporally compact. Then, with S ± as above, the sequence
of S −-parametrised initial conditions given by φ(r)t S− = 0 for all r ≥ 1 will be said to be of
future type; similarly, the sequence of S +-parametrised initial conditions, given by φ
(t)
t S+ = 0
for all r ≥ 1, will be referred to as being of past type. It is clear that any two distinct Cauchy
surfaces C−1 , C
−
2 for which (19) holds yield the same infinite sequence of compatible transverse
derivative data if initial conditions of future type are imposed in both cases; a similar statement
holds for two distinct C+1 , C
+
2 and initial conditions of past type. Therefore, the notion just
introduced is actually independent of all choices made. The two sequences arising in this way
from the pair (f, F ) will henceforth be denoted by (φ
(r)
t,+)
∞
r=0 (future type) and (φ
(r)
t,−)
∞
r=0 (past
type). By virtue of Lemma 3.3 one may characterise the two types in more succinct and
geometrical terms as follows:
future φ
(0)
t,+ = f and suppφ
(r)
t,+ ⊆ supp f+ ∪F+ for all r ≥ 1;
past φ
(0)
t,− = f and suppφ
(r)
t,− ⊆ supp f− ∪F− for all r ≥ 1.
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By the global Borel Lemma (Theorem C.1) there exists a globally defined function φ+app ∈
C∞(M) whose t-derivative to order r, restricted to N , equals the rth term in the sequence
(φ
(r)
t,+)
∞
r=0. Similarly, there exists a globally defined function φ
−
app ∈ C∞(M) whose t-derivative
to each order r ∈ N0, restricted toN , equals the rth term in the sequence (φ(r)t,−)∞r=0. As a result,
φ±appN = f and Pφ±app−F vanishes to infinite order on N —that is, φ±app is an “approximate”
solution to the characteristic Cauchy problem. What’s more, the explicit procedure given in the
proof of Theorem C.1—with the globally timelike vector field t playing the role of V there—
clearly shows that one can ensure that suppφ±app ⊆ J(N ) and that
suppφ±app ∩ J±(N ) ⊆ J±
( ⋃
r∈N0
suppφ
(r)
t,±
)
⊆ J± (supp f± ∪F±) ⊆ J± (supp f ∪F ) .
In particular, by Lemma A.3 and the assumptions on supp f and suppF made so far, and
letting 1± denote the indicator function of J±(N ), supp (1+Pφ+app) is past compact and
supp (1−Pφ−app) is future compact. If it is also the case that suppF ⊆ J(N ), then in turn
supp (Pφ±app − F ) ⊆ J(N ). In particular, Pφ±app − F vanishes to infinite order on ∂J(N )—as
well as on N as already mentioned. By item (d) in Proposition B.8, this means that Pφ±app−F
vanishes to infinite order on ∂J±(N ). It follows that
e± .= 1±[Pφ±app − F ]
which, on J±(N ), describes the failure of φ±app to be a true solution to the characteristic Cauchy
problem, is smooth on M . Furthermore, the support property
supp e± ⊆ supp (1±Pφ±app) ∪ supp (1±F ),
in conjunction with the observations made above, implies that e+ ∈ C∞pc(M) if supp (1+F ) is
past compact and e− ∈ C∞fc (M) if supp (1−F ) is future compact.
Lemma 3.4. Under the geometric assumptions listed in the first paragraph of this section, let
F ∈ C∞(M). Let 1± denote the indicator function of J±(N ). If supp (1+F ) is past compact
then the set F defined by Equation (18) is past compact. Similarly, if supp (1−F ) is future
compact then so is F .
Proof. Suppose that supp (1+F ) is past compact (the proof of the time-reversed statement is of
course completely analogous). Then, by Lemma A.4, there exists a Cauchy surface C such that
supp (1+F ) ⊆ J+(C ). Hence, 1+F = 0 on the open set I−(C ), and this in turn can only hold
if F vanishes on J+(N ) ∩ I−(C ). In particular, F vanishes to infinite order on N ∩ I−(C ),
and the restriction of any partial derivative of F to N has support contained in the fixed closed
and past compact set N ∩ J+(C ). 
In view of the analysis so far, some compact notation will now be introduced.
Definition 3.5. Under the geometric assumptions listed in the first paragraph of this section,
and letting 1± denote the indicator function of J±(N ), the following linear function spaces will
be defined for any k ∈ N0 ∪ {∞}:
Cktc(N )
.
=
{
f ∈ Ck(N ) ∣∣ supp f is temporally compact in M};
CkN (M )
.
=
{
F ∈ Ck(M) ∣∣ suppF ⊆ J(N ), supp (1+F ) is past compact in M ,
supp (1−F ) is future compact in M
}
.
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Returning to the discussion preceding the statement of Lemma 3.4, assume that f ∈ C∞tc (N )
and F ∈ C∞N (M ), so that e+ has past compact support and e− has future compact support.
Then, upon defining
(20) φ±(f,F )
.
= φ±app −G±e±,
the following hold:
(a) φ±(f,F ) ∈ C∞(M);
(b) φ±(f,F )N = f ;
(c) Pφ±(f,F ) = Pφ
±
app − e± = Pφ±app − 1±[Pφ±app − F ] = F on J±(N );
(d) suppφ±(f,F ) ⊆ J(N ), supp
(
1+φ+(f,F )
)
is past compact and supp
(
1−φ−(f,F )
)
is future
compact.
Now consider the function φ(f,F ) : M → R defined as follows:
(21) φ(f,F )(x) =

φ+(f,F )(x) if x ∈ J+(N )
φ−(f,F )(x) if x ∈ J−(N )
0 if x /∈ J(N ).
Since J+(N )∩J−(N ) = N [see item (c) in Proposition B.8] and both φ+(f,F ) and φ−(f,F ) restrict
to f on N , φ(f,F ) is well-defined. Together with the fact that φ
±
(f,F ) vanishes (to infinite order)
on ∂J±(N )\N , this guarantees that φ(f,F ) is globally continuous. In addition, the construction
ensures that φ(f,F ) is smooth on the open set M\N , and solves Pφ(f,F ) = F there. In fact,
more is true: the partial derivatives to all orders of the restriction of φ(f,F ) to either I
+(N ) or
I−(N ) can be continuously extended to N . Equivalently, if one regards J+(N ) and J−(N )
as manifolds with boundary, the smooth boundary being N in both cases, then the restriction
of φ(f,F ) to J
±(N ) is a smooth function in the sense appropriate to manifolds with boundaries.
However, the two resulting sets of partial derivative extensions to N will differ in general,
preventing φ(f,F ) from being globally C
1 and thus a fortiori a global classical (i.e. C2) solution.
On the other hand, by standard results [Agr15, Thm. 3.5.1] φ(f,F ) ∈ Hsloc(M) (the space of
locally Sobolev functions of order s on M) for all s < 3/2. To summarise:
Theorem 3.6. Let M = (M, g, t) be a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold and N be an
achronal, closed, smooth null hypersurface whose null generators, when reparametrised as null
geodesics entirely contained in N , are future and past inextensible in M . Let P be a normally
hyperbolic scalar operator. Then, for any f ∈ C∞tc (N ) and F ∈ C∞N (M ), there exists a function
φ(f,F ) ∈ C0N (M ) with the following properties: (a) it equals f on N ; (b) it is smooth on
M\N and solves Pφ(f,F ) = F there; (c) its restriction to either I+(N ) or I−(N ) has partial
derivatives to all orders which can be continuously extended to N . 
Theorem 3.6 does not yet establish that Pφ(f,F ) = F everywhere in the distributional sense.
Equation (7) will now be used to establish this.11 Recall the well-known fact [HE73, Prop.
6.3.1] that, in any time-oriented Lorentzian manifold, the topological boundary of the causal
(equivalently, chronological) future or past of an arbitrary subset is a (closed, achronal and)
locally Lipschitz topological hypersurface.
11The author would like to thank A. Strohmaier for suggesting the plan of attack used here.
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Theorem 3.7. Under the geometric assumptions of Theorem 3.6, let f ∈ C∞(N ) and F ∈
C∞(M) with suppF ⊆ J(N ). Further let φ+ and φ− be functions in C∞(M) and with the
following properties: (a) φ+N = φ−N = f ; (b) Pφ+ = F on J+(N ) and Pφ− = F on
J−(N ); (c) φ+ vanishes to first order on ∂J+(N )\N and φ− vanishes to first order on
∂J−(N )\N . Define φ ∈ C0(M) by
φ(x) =

φ+(x) if x ∈ J+(N )
φ−(x) if x ∈ J−(N )
0 if x /∈ J(N )
[cf. (21)]. Then Pφ = F on M in the distributional sense.
Proof. The equality to prove is∫
M
(
φP †χ− Fχ)µg = 0 ∀ χ ∈ C∞c (M).
By assumption, suppF ∪ suppφ ⊆ J(N ). Using item (d) in Proposition B.8 since N is
assumed achronal, J(N )\J(N ) = ∂J(N ) ⊆ ∂J+(N ) ∪ ∂J+(N ); hence, this set has zero
measure. Similarly, J+(N ) ∩ J−(N ) = N has zero measure. Together with Equation (6),
these considerations imply that∫
M
φP †χµg =
∑
±
∫
J±(N )
φP †χµg =
∑
±
∫
J±(N )
φ±P †χµg
=
∑
±
∫
J±(N )
(
[Pφ±]χ− div j[χ, φ±])µg.
On J±(N ), Pφ± = F by assumption. Hence,
(22)
∫
M
(
φP †χ− Fχ)µg = −∑
±
∫
J±(N )
div j[χ, φ±]µg,
and it remains to show that the right-hand side of Equation (22) vanishes. The vector field
j[χ, φ±] is smooth and has compact support, and ∂J±(N ) is a locally Lipschitz topological
hypersurface. Hence, by Equation (7),
(23)
∫
J±(N )
div j[χ, φ±]µg =
∫
∂J±(N )
n±
(
j[χ, φ±]
)
ιn±µg,
where n+ and n− are any fields of (almost everywhere defined) outward-pointing conormals to
∂J±(N ). By Equation (6) and assumption (c) in the statement of this theorem, no contribution
to the integral on the right-hand side of Equation (23) comes from ∂J±(N )\N . On N one
may take n− = −n+ and, letting n .= n+N :∑
±
∫
N
n±
(
j[χ, φ±]
)
ιn±µg =
∫
N
n
(
j[χ, φ+ − φ−]) ιnµg.
Since N is null, n] is everywhere tangent to it. Since φ+N = φ−N = f by construction,
both v
.
= φ+ − φ− and n]v vanish identically on N . Therefore,
n
(
j[χ, v]
)
= χn]v − vn]χ+ vχn(X) = 0 on N ,
and the proof is complete. 
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3.3. Regularity of solutions to two-sided characteristic Cauchy problems. It is worth-
while to further comment on the regularity of the solutions φ(f,F ) constructed in the proof of
Theorem 3.6. As already stated, for any (f, F ) ∈ C∞tc (N ) × C∞N (M ) it is automatic that
φ(f,F ) ∈ C0(M) ∩ Hsloc(M) for all s < 3/2. Obstructions to higher regularity come from the
fact that φ(f,F ) is obtained by “merging” together two functions whose derivatives in directions
transverse to the characteristic hypersurface N are obtained by recursively solving the afore-
mentioned propagation equations on N with two strictly different sets of initial conditions—
referred to as conditions of past and future type in the previous subsection. Clearly, if k ≥ 1
then φ(f,F ) is in C
k(M) 12 if and only if, for the pair (f, F ), the resulting sequences (φ
(r)
t,+)
∞
r=0
and (φ
(r)
t,−)
∞
r=0—of transverse derivative data of future and past type (respectively) onN —agree
up to and including the r = k term. Since the propagation equations are ODEs along the null
generators of N , this in turn holds if and only if, for each 0 < r ≤ k and for each null generator
Γ of N , there exists a single point xr,Γ ∈ Γ such that φ(r)t,+(xr,Γ) = φ(r)t,−(xr,Γ). Yet another
equivalent condition is the following: for each 0 < r ≤ k, it holds that φ(`)t .= φ(`)t,+ = φ(`)t,− for
all ` = 0, . . . , r − 1 and that, for each null generator Γ of N , the two-parameter flow solv-
ing the rth order propagation equation along Γ—itself determined uniquely by the collection
(φ
(`)
t )
r−1
`=0 together with F , the coefficients of P and the geometry of N —takes zero in the far
past (according to the parameter along the null generator) to zero in the far future.
3.4. Jump formulae with null boundaries. The fundamental jump formula, Equation (7),
already played a pivotal role in establishing the distributional solution property in Theorem
3.7. In the remainder of this paper, it will be further leveraged to prove uniqueness and to
obtain compact representation formulae for solutions. In what follows, notation and results
from Appendix D.2 will be used. Note that the letter “N” will be temporarily used in favour of
“M” to denote a generic Lorentzian manifold; this is to avoid later confusion, since the results
of this subsection will eventually be applied to a (possibly proper) open submanifold of the
ambient manifold M seen so far.
Theorem 3.8. Let P = g +X + [q] be a scalar normally hyperbolic operator on a Lorentzian
manifold (N, g). Let D ⊆ N be a domain with regular and everywhere null boundary, and assume
that there exists a smooth, everywhere outward-pointing conormal field n along ∂D.13 Denote
n] ∈ X(∂D) by n, and the vector field X|∂D by X˜. Then, for any Φ ∈ C∞(N):
(24) [[1D], P ]Φ = (S∂D,µg ◦ T∂D,n)(Φ∂D),
where T∂D,n : C
∞(∂D)→ Γ∞(D[∂D]) is the first-order differential operator
(25) T∂D,nϕ =
{
2nϕ+ [n(X˜) + divιnµgn]ϕ
}
ιnµg =
{
2nϕ+ n(X˜)ϕ
}
ιnµg + ϕ£nιnµg.
Proof. Let χ ∈ C∞c (N) and denote the restrictions of Φ and of χ to ∂D by Φ˜ and χ˜, respectively.
By Corollary D.5 and since the Green vector field here is G = j given by Equation (6),
(26) 〈[[1D], P ]Φ , χµg〉 =
〈
S∂D,µg ([χ˜£nΦ˜− Φ˜£nχ˜+ Φ˜χ˜n(X˜)] ιnµg) , µg
〉
.
By the Leibniz rule, the argument of S∂D,µg can be rewritten as
[χ˜£nΦ˜− Φ˜£nχ˜+ Φ˜χ˜n(X˜)] ιnµg
12In which case, again by standard results [Agr15, Thm. 3.5.1], it is also in Hk+sloc (M) for all s < 3/2.
13The latter condition would automatically be satisfied if (N, g) were known to be time orientable.
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= [2χ˜£nΦ˜ + Φ˜χ˜n(X˜)] ιnµg + χ˜Φ˜£nιnµg −£n(χ˜Φ˜ ιnµg)
= χ˜[2£nΦ˜ + Φ˜n(X˜) + Φ˜ divιnµgn] ιnµg −£n(χ˜Φ˜ ιnµg)
= χ˜T∂D,nΦ˜−£n(χ˜Φ˜ ιnµg).
By the remarks following Definition D.4, the second term in the last line gives no contribution
when the expression is reinserted into Equation (26). Hence,
〈[[1D], P ]Φ , χµg〉 =
〈
S∂D,µg (χ˜T∂D,nΦ˜) , µg
〉
=
〈
S∂D,µg (T∂D,nΦ˜) , χµg
〉
,
which completes the proof. 
In the setting of Theorem 3.8, the right-hand side of Equation (24) may be rewritten as
the composition of a differential operator on N with multiplication by a delta distribution
supported on ∂D, as follows: let nˆ denote an extension of n to a smooth covector field on N ,
and let Θ ∈ C∞(N) denote an extension of divιnµgn.14 Then, with Y .= 2nˆ] + [Θ + nˆ(X)],
(27) [[1D], P ]Φ = YΦ · δ∂D,n ∀ Φ ∈ C∞(N).
This equation will now be massaged further. By the Leibniz rule, YΦ · δ∂D,n = Y(Φ · δ∂D,n)−
2Φ · nˆ]δ∂D,n. A simple calculation based on Corollary D.2 and on the fact that nˆ] is tangent to
∂D shows that, for any χ ∈ C∞c (N),〈
nˆ]δ∂D,n , χµg
〉
=
〈
δ∂D,n , [(nˆ
])†χ]µg
〉
= − 〈δ∂D,n , [nˆ]χ]µg〉− 〈(div nˆ]) · δ∂D,n , χµg〉
= −
∫
∂D
[nχ˜]ιnµg −
〈
(div nˆ]) · δ∂D,n , χµg
〉
=
∫
∂D
χ˜£nιnµg −
〈
(div nˆ]) · δ∂D,n , χµg
〉
=
〈
[Θ− (div nˆ])] · δ∂D,n , χµg
〉
.
Putting together these considerations, one can immediately record the following result, which
will be of pivotal importance in the arguments for uniqueness used in the next subsection.
Corollary 3.9. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.8, let nˆ ∈ Γ∞(T ∗N) be an
arbitrary extension of n and Θ ∈ C∞(N) be an arbitrary extension of divιnµgn. Then, defining
the first-order differential operator T .= 2nˆ] + [2div(nˆ])−Θ + nˆ(X)], for any Φ ∈ C∞(N) one
has
(28) [[1D], P ] = T (Φ · δ∂D,n).
In particular,
(29) P (Φ · 1D) = −T (Φ · δ∂D,n)
whenever Φ ∈ C∞(N) ∩ kerP .
14Since ∂D is properly embedded into N , such extensions can always be found.
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3.5. Uniqueness. The abstract essence of the uniqueness argument for two-sided characteristic
Cauchy problems may now be revealed. Let us assume yet again all the hypotheses of Theorem
3.6. By item (d) in Proposition B.8, N
.
= J(N ) is an open submanifold of M . There is
therefore a continuous restriction map of distributions, r : D ′(M) → D ′(N). It is also clear
that, as subsets of N with the relative topology, J+(N ) and J−(N ) are domains with regular
boundary—the boundary being equal to N in both cases. Any global, past-directed, smooth
section of the null line bundle ofN yields via index lowering a smooth conormal field n alongN
which is everywhere outward pointing [resp. inward pointing] relative to J+(N ) [resp. J−(N )].
Let also T be the first-order differential operator defined in Equation (28).
Suppose that the following favourable scenario occurs:
(i) There exist linear subspaces E1 and Eδ of D ′(N), containing C∞(N) and such that the
operators of multiplication by the indicator functions of J+(N ) and J−(N ), and the
operator of multiplication by δN ,n, extend to linear maps
M+,M− : E1 → D ′(N) and Mδ : Eδ → D ′(N).
(ii) For any Φ ∈ E1, suppM±Φ ⊆ supp Φ ∩ J±(N ) and [M+ +M−]Φ = Φ.
(iii) There is a subspace E of D ′(M) such that C∞(M) ⊆ E and r(E) ⊆ E1 ∩Eδ. Further-
more, for any φ ∈ E with Pφ = 0, it holds that
(30) PM±rφ = ∓TMδrφ in D ′(N).
In the presence of these desiderata, let φ ∈ E be such that Pφ = 0 and that supp (M+rφ) is
past compact in M . Henceforth, G†+,G
†
− will denote the retarded (+) and advanced (−) Green
operators for P †. Let now ζ ∈ C∞c (N) be arbitrary and notice that, under the assumptions on
φ just given,
supp (M+rφ) ∩ J−(supp ζ) is compact in M and therefore also in N .
Let θ ∈ C∞c (N) be equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of this set. Since P †G†−ζ = ζ and supp (G†−ζ) ⊆
J−(supp ζ), it is easy to see that P †(θG†−ζ)−ζ has (compact) support disjoint from supp (M+rφ).
Whereupon, using Equation (30), one obtains
[M+rφ](ζµg) = [M+rφ]
(
P †(θG†−ζ)µg
)
= [PM+rφ]
(
θG†−ζ µg
)
= −[TMδrφ]
(
θG†−ζ µg
)
.
It follows that M+rφ = 0 if Mδrφ = 0. Similar arguments show that if φ ∈ E, Pφ = 0, and
supp (M−rφ) is future compact in M , then Mδrφ = 0 implies that M−rφ = 0. In particular,
if both supp (M+rφ) is past compact and supp (M−rφ) is future compact then, by property
(ii), rφ = 0 whenever φ ∈ E, Pφ = 0 and Mδrφ = 0.
The relation with characteristic Cauchy problems is as follows: when φ ∈ C∞(M), Equation
(30) reduces to Equation (29) with N = J(N ), the domain D = J±(N ), and Φ .= rφ. In
particular, in that case Mδrφ = 0 is equivalent to the statement that φ vanishes on N , and
M±rφ = 0 if and only if φ itself vanishes on J±(N ). The following proposition summarises
what has been shown so far for future reference.
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Proposition 3.10. Let M = (M, g, t), N and P be as in Theorem 3.6. With N = J(N ),
let there be linear subspaces E1, Eδ of D ′(N), E of D ′(M), and generalised multiplication maps
M±,Mδ with the properties listed in (i), (ii) and (iii). Then, for any φ ∈ E with Pφ = 0 and
Mδrφ = 0:
(1) M+rφ = 0 whenever supp (M+rφ) is past compact in M ;
(2) M−rφ = 0 whenever supp (M−rφ) is future compact in M ;
(3) rφ = 0 whenever supp (M+rφ) is past compact in M and supp (M−rφ) is future com-
pact in M .
In particular, if φ ∈ C∞(M) solves Pφ = 0, vanishes on N , and has supp (M+rφ) past compact
[resp. supp (M−rφ) future compact] in M , then φ = 0 on J+(N ) [resp. on J−(N )]. 
Proposition 3.10 does not yet provide a concrete uniqueness result in low regularity. It
simply reduces the problem of finding such a result to the problem of finding spaces E1, Eδ, E
and generalised multiplication maps M+, M− and Mδ as per (i), (ii) and (iii)—with E a
strict enlargement of C∞(M). This will be done in what follows.
Uniqueness in the concrete. Henceforth, the view will be taken that the product between dis-
tributions on manifolds should be intended (whenever it exists) in the “Fourier–Ambrose” sense
[Amb80, Obe86]. In this framework, it is not difficult to use known results to suggest candidate
subspaces E1, Eδ satisfying the desiderata (i) and (ii) in the previous section, with M+, M−
and Mδ being the products with the indicator function of J+(N ), the indicator function of
J−(N ), and δN ,n (respectively) in the Fourier–Ambrose sense. The notion of Sobolev (or Hs)
wave front set WF s(u) of a distribution u, introduced in [DH72, p. 201], will be used, and the
reader is referred to [JS02, App. B] for a review.
Proposition 3.11 (Sobolev wave front set criterion for existence of distribution products, Cor.
3.1 in [Obe86]). Let N be a manifold and u, v ∈ D ′(N). The product u · v exists in D ′(N) and
in the Fourier–Ambrose sense if, for every (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗N\0, there exist s, t ∈ R with s + t ≥ 0,
(x, ξ) /∈WF s(u) and (x, ξ) /∈WF t(v). 
Lemma 3.12. Let M = (M, g, t), N and P be as in Theorem 3.6. Set N = J(N ). Then
E1
.
=
{
Φ ∈ D ′(N)
∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
s>−1/2
WF s(Φ) ∩N∗N = ∅
}
and
Eδ
.
=
{
Φ ∈ D ′(N)
∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
s>1/2
WF s(Φ) ∩N∗N = ∅
}
⊂ E1
satisfy (i) and (ii) on p. 21,M+,M− andMδ being operators of multiplication, in the Fourier–
Ambrose sense, with the indicator function of J+(N ), the indicator function of J−(N ), and
δN ,n (respectively).
Proof. If N is a manifold and D ⊆ N is a domain with regular boundary,
WF s(1D) =
{
∅ if s < 1/2
N∗∂D\0 if s ≥ 1/2
[Agr15, Thm. 3.4.1] and, if n is a smooth field of conormals to ∂D,
WF s(δ∂D,n) =
{
∅ if s < −1/2
N∗∂D\0 if s ≥ −1/2
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[JS02, Eq. (106)]. The lemma then follows at once using Proposition 3.11. 
For any manifold N and s ∈ R, let
Hs+loc (N)
.
=
⋃
`>s
H`loc(N) and H
s−
loc (N)
.
=
⋂
`<s
H`loc(N).
By the result just proved, for any φ ∈ H1/2+loc (M) it clearly holds that rφ ∈ E1 ∩ Eδ. A
concrete uniqueness theorem can finally be given, the idea being that a density/continuity
argument shows that E
.
= H
1/2+
loc (M) satisfies desideratum (iii) on p. 21. As preparation, let
us recall that, for any s ∈ R, the extended causal Green operator G : D ′tc(M) → D ′(M) maps
Hsc (M) to H
s+1
loc (M)—indeed, it does so continuously in the standard topologies of these spaces
[DH72, Thm. 6.5.3]. By a simple exhaustion argument (omitted), G then also maps Hstc(M) to
Hs+1loc (M). In particular,
(31) Hsloc(M) ∩ kerP = GHs−1tc (M)
as can be seen using a standard procedure.15
Theorem 3.13 (Uniqueness in H
1/2+
loc ). Let M = (M, g, t), N and P be as in Theorem 3.6.
Furthermore, let r : D ′(M)→ D ′(J(N )) be the restriction map and M± be as in Lemma 3.12.
If φ belongs to H
1/2+
loc (M) ∩ kerP and has vanishing trace on N , supp (M+rφ) past compact
in M and supp (M−rφ) future compact in M , then φ = 0 on J(N ).
Proof. Denote J(N ) by N . Since φ is in H
1/2+
loc (M) ∩ kerP , by virtue of Equation (31) there
exists an ` > −1/2 and η ∈ H`tc(M) such that Gη = φ. It needs to be shown that
(32) [PM± ± TMδ]rφ = [PM± ± TMδ]rGη = 0
[the operator T is as defined in Equation (28), while Mδ is as in Lemma 3.12], for then Propo-
sition 3.10 yields the desired result. The following density argument shows that the claim holds
true in the special case in which η has compact support (equivalently, in which φ has spatially
compact support): r ◦ G : H`c(M) → H`+1loc (N) is continuous by the remarks preceding the
statement of this theorem. δN ,n belongs to H
−1/2−
loc (N), and the indicator functions of J
+(N )
and J−(N ) belong to H1/2−loc (N). Hence, Thm. 8.3.1 in [Ho¨r97] shows that there exist k, k
′ ∈ R
such that
Mδ : H`loc(N)→ Hkloc(N) and M± : H`loc(N)→ Hk
′
loc(N)
continuously. Since P and T are differential operators, it follows that both P ◦M± ◦ r ◦G and
Mδ ◦ T ◦ r ◦G are continuous from H`c(M) to D ′(N). Finally, Equation (32) can be shown to
hold by considering a sequence (ηn)n∈N of functions in C∞c (M) tending to η in the topology
of H`c(M); such a sequence may be found since C
∞
c (M) is dense in H
`
c(M). In other words,
Equation (32) certainly holds when φ ∈ H1/2+sc (M).
The general case follows by a reduction to the particular case just described. Namely, consider
the pairing of the left-hand side of Equation (32) with a test density ν ∈ Γ∞c (DN). If φˆ ∈ D ′(M)
15Let C1,C2 be spacelike Cauchy surfaces for M with C2 ⊂ I+(C1). Let ρ+ be any smooth function on M
which equals 0 on J−(C1) and 1 on J+(C2). If φ ∈ Hsloc(M) and Pφ = 0 then η
.
= P (ρ+φ) is in H
s−1
tc (M) by
the Leibniz rule, and Gη = φ.
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is any distribution such that φˆ = φ on a relatively compact open neighbourhood W of supp ν,
then
(33)
〈
[PM± ± TMδ]rφˆ , ν
〉
= 〈[PM± ± TMδ]rφ , ν〉
since all operations involved are local. It will now be shown that such a φˆ may be found which
additionally lies in H
1/2+
sc (M); this will complete the proof since the left-hand side of Equation
(33) was already proved to vanish in this case. Let C1,C2 be spacelike Cauchy surfaces for M
with C2 ⊂ I+(C1) and W ⊆ I+(C1) ∩ I−(C2). Let ρ+ be any smooth function on M which
equals 0 on J−(C1) and 1 on J+(C2), and σ ∈ C∞c (M) be equal to 1 on the compact set
J(W ) ∩ J+(C1) ∩ J−(C2). Then ηˆ .= σP (ρ+φ) belongs to H−1/2+c (M) and, if φˆ .= Gηˆ (see
Footnote 15),
φˆ− φ = G[(σ − 1)P (ρ+φ)].
Now, by construction supp[(σ − 1)P (ρ+φ)] ⊆ J+(C1) ∩ J−(C2) ∩M\J(W ) and thus
supp [φˆ− φ] ∩W ⊆ J( supp [(σ − 1)P (ρ+φ)]) ∩W ⊆ J(M\J(W )) ∩W
⊆ I(M\I(W )) ∩W ⊆ I(M\I(W )) ∩W = ∅.
That is, φˆ− φ = 0 on W and the proof is complete. 
4. Representation formulae and continuous dependence
Theorem 3.13 implies that the solution map
(34) SolN : C
∞
tc (N )⊕ C∞N (M )→ C0N (M ) given by (f, F ) 7→ φ(f,F ),
constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.6 via a highly non-unique extension procedure using
Borel’s lemma, is actually independent of any arbitrary choices made in that procedure. Unique-
ness also implies straightforwardly that this map is linear.
An alternative way of representing solutions will now be presented. It is analogous to the
expressions used in the proof of Thm. 22 in [BW15].
Proposition 4.1. With the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 3.6 and of Definition 3.5, the
solution map in Equation (34) is given by
(35) SolN (f, F ) = e(f)−
∑
±
G±[1±]
(
P (e(f))− F ) ∀ (f, F ) ∈ C∞tc (N )⊕ C∞N (M ),
where e : C∞tc (N )→ C∞tc (M) is any (not necessarily linear) extension map such that supp e(f) ⊆
J(supp f).16 In particular,
(36) SolhN
.
= SolN (·, 0) = −
(∑
±
G±[[1±], P ]
)
◦ e.
Proof. Let fˆ
.
= e(f). Then, under the given hypotheses,
supp
[
1±(P fˆ − F )] ⊆ supp (1±P fˆ) ∪ supp (1±F ) ⊆ J±(supp f) ∪ supp (1±F ).
16Such a map can certainly be constructed, e.g. by using Borel’s lemma with a globally timelike vector field.
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That is, 1+(P fˆ −F ) ∈ L2pc(M) and 1−(P fˆ −F ) ∈ L2fc(M), whence G+[1+(P fˆ −F )] ∈ H1pc(M)
and G−[1−(P fˆ −F )] ∈ H1fc(M). Note that the trace of the latter two distributions vanishes on
N owing to the support properties of G+ and G−. Since G± is a right inverse of P ,
P
{
fˆ −
∑
±
G±[1±]
(
P fˆ − F )} = P fˆ −∑
±
1±
(
P fˆ − F ) = F.
Consider now the difference
φ
.
= SolN (f, F )−
[
fˆ −
∑
±
G±[1±]
(
P fˆ − F )].
Clearly, φ ∈ H1loc(M), suppφ ⊆ J(N ), and φ satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.13.
Hence, φ = 0 on M , proving Equation (35). Equation (36) is the result of the following
calculation: (
id−
∑
±
G±[1±]P
)
◦ e =
(
id−
∑
±
G±
{
[[1±], P ] + P [1±]
}) ◦ e
=
(
id−
∑
±
G±
{
[[1±], P ] + P [1±]
}) ◦ e
=
(
id−
∑
±
G±[[1±], P ]−
∑
±
G±P [1±]
)
◦ e
= −
(∑
±
G±[[1±], P ]
)
◦ e.

The extension map e in Proposition 4.1 may certainly be chosen so that it is continuous from
C∞c (N ) to C
∞
c (J(N )).
17 For any ε > 0, [1±] maps C∞c (J(N )) continuously toH
1/2−ε
c (J(N )),
and G± maps H
1/2−ε
c (M) continuously to H
3/2−ε
loc (M). Equation (35) then immediately implies
the following statement on the continuous dependence of solutions of two-sided characteristic
Cauchy problems.
Corollary 4.2. The map SolN in Proposition 4.1 is continuous from C
∞
c (N ) ⊕ C∞c (J(N ))
to H
3/2−ε
loc (M), for any ε > 0. 
4.1. Further representation formulae for the homogeneous problem. The causal Green
operator may be made to appear in Equation (36) as follows:
(37) SolhN = −(−G+ + G−)[[1−], P ] ◦ e = G[[1−], P ] ◦ e
(
= G[1−]P ◦ e).
(The equality in parentheses follows from the fact that G ◦ P = 0.) Now let n be a smooth
conormal field along N which is outward-directed relative to J−(N )—and note that with the
signature convention adopted in this paper this implies that n] is future-directed. The jump
formula in Theorem 3.8 may be applied to Equation (37), yielding
(38) SolhN = G ◦ SN ,µg ◦ TN ,nC∞tc (N )
17This can be done, for instance, by defining e to be the extension map constructed in the proof of Theorem
C.1, with fn ≡ 0 for each n ≥ 1.
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with the operator TN ,n defined as in Equation (25). This is the final representation formula
obtained in this paper.
5. Expansion density of a null hypersurface and “universality” in the
two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem
5.1. Expansion density of a null hypersurface. The differential operator TN ,n appearing
in Equation (38) has been ostensibly defined, according to Equation (25), via a non-unique choice
of conormal field n along N , outward directed relative to J−(N ). However, no such choice
appears in the commutator [[1−], P ] which, by virtue of Equation (24), equals SN ,µg ◦TN ,n ◦ i∗
where i : N → M is the inclusion. Since, for any ϕ, {2nϕ + n(X˜)ϕ}ιnµg is easily seen to
be invariant under changes in n, one may regard Equation (24) as evidence that the quantity
£n(ιnµg) is also invariantly defined. It is, however, of interest to provide a direct proof of this
fact in the general setting of null hypersurfaces and without making reference to regular domains
or normally hyperbolic operators. The following property of Lie derivatives of densities will be
used: for any continuous vector field X, C1 function α and C1 density µ,
(39) £αXµ = α£Xµ+ (Xα)µ.
Theorem 5.1. Let N
i
↪−→M be a smooth null hypersurface in a Lorentzian manifold (M, g). If
N∗N → N is trivial and m, n are any two smooth and nowhere-vanishing sections of N∗N
then
(40) £m(ιmµg) = ±£n(ιnµg),
where m, n are the vector fields on N given by raising indices on m,n (respectively), and the
plus (resp. minus) sign occurs when m and n are pointwise positive (resp. negative) multiples of
one other.
Proof. Let α ∈ C∞(N ;R\{0}) be the function uniquely defined by n = αm. Recall [see
Equation (44)] that ιnµg = ιΘµg for any M -vector field Θ along N , transverse to N and such
that n(Θ) = 1. It follows that m(αΘ) = 1 and that ιmµg = ιαΘµg = |α| ιΘµg = |α| ιnµg. Upon
using the Leibniz rule for densities,
£m(ιmµg) = £α−1n(|α|ιnµg) =
(
£α−1n|α|
)
ιnµg + |α|£α−1n(ιnµg)
= (|α|−1nα)ιnµg + |α|£α−1n(ιnµg).
Using Equation (39), one may further calculate
£m(ιmµg) = (|α|−1nα)ιnµg + |α|α−1£n(ιnµg) + |α|n(α−1)ιnµg
= |α|α−1£n(ιnµg) + n(α−1|α|) ιnµg = |α|α−1£n(ιnµg),
which completes the proof. 
Definition 5.2. LetN be a smooth null hypersurface in a Lorentzian manifold (M, g). Assume
N∗N → N is trivial—i.e. orientable as a bundle—and that a choice of orientation class is made
for it.18 Then the expansion density of N relative to this orientation is the smooth density on
N given by £n](ιnµg) for one (and hence any other) nowhere-vanishing and positively oriented
section n of N∗N . N will be said to be divergence-free (relative to g) if its expansion density
vanishes identically.
18Of course (by Proposition B.1) N∗N is automatically trivial whenever (M, g) is time orientable.
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The behaviour of the expansion density under conformal transformations of the ambient
Lorentzian metric will now be examined. Note that a generic smooth hypersurface N which is
null inM = (M, g, t) is also null in (M, g′, t) if, onN , g′ is a positive multiple of g. Furthermore,
the images of the null generators of N relative to g and g′ coincide in this case.
Theorem 5.3. Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold of dimension d + 1 and N be a smooth
null hypersurface with trivial conormal bundle. Let g′ be another Lorentzian metric such that,
on N , g′ = λg for some smooth positive function λ on N . Then
£n]′ (ιnµg′) = £λ
d−1
2 n]
(ιnµg),
where ]
′
denotes the musical isomorphism determined by g′. If, in addition, λ is constant along
the null generators of N , then the expansion densities of N relative to the two metrics are
related by
(41) £n]′ (ιnµg′) = λ
d−1
2 £n](ιnµg),
and N is divergence-free relative to g if and only if it is so relative to g′.
Proof. On N , n]
′
= λ−1n] and µg′ = λ
d+1
2 µg. Therefore,
£n]′ (ιnµg′) = £λ−1n]
(
λ
d+1
2 ιnµg
)
= λ−1n]
[
λ
d+1
2
]
ιnµg + λ
d+1
2 £λ−1n](ιnµg)
= λ−1n]
[
λ
d+1
2
]
ιnµg + λ
d+1
2 n][λ−1] ιnµg + λ
d+1
2 λ−1£n](ιnµg)
= n]
[
λ
d−1
2
]
ιnµg + λ
d−1
2 £n](ιnµg) = £
λ
d−1
2 n]
(ιnµg).
So far, the assumption that n]λ = 0 has not been used. Doing so (in the second-to-last line
above) yields Equation (41). 
5.2. “Universality” in the two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem. In the setting of
Definition 5.2, for any vector field X one may canonically define an operator TN : C
∞(N )→
Γ∞(DN ) by TN = TN ,n [see Equation (25)] for any positively oriented n. The dependence of
TN ,g
.
= TN on the Lorentzian metric g will now be considered.
Theorem 5.4. Let (M, g) have dimension 1 +d, and let g′ be another metric such that, on N ,
g′ = λg for some λ ∈ C∞(N ) positive and constant along the generators of N . Then, if in
addition the vector field X is tangent to N ,
SN ,µg′ ◦ TN ,g′ = SN ,µg ◦ TN ,g ◦ [λ−1].
Proof. Since µg′ = λ
d+1
2 µg on N , SN ,µg′ = SN ,µg ◦ [λ−
d+1
2 ]. Hence, it suffices to show that
TN ,g′ = [λ
d+1
2 ] ◦ TN ,n ◦ [λ−1]. The second term in curly brackets in the right-hand side of
Equation (25) vanishes under the tangency assumption on X. Since n]λ = 0, n]
′
= λ−1n] =
n] ◦ [λ−1] by the Leibniz rule. Hence, using Equation (41),
TN ,g′ϕ = 2
[
n]
′
ϕ
]
ιnµg′ + ϕ£n]′ ιnµg′ = λ
d+1
2 [2n](λ−1ϕ)ιnµg + λ−1ϕ£n]ιnµg]
as had to be shown. 
Let M be a manifold and N
i
↪−→M be a smooth hypersurface such that there exists a smooth
one-dimensional and integrable distribution Z in TN , globally trivial as a bundle over N .
Let Lor be the bundle of Lorentzian metrics on M , and let MetN ,Z be the set consisting of
those smooth sections of the pullback bundle i∗Lor according to which N is null and Z is
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precisely the null line bundle of N . Then there is a multiplicative action on MetN ,Z by the
abelian group of positive smooth functions onN , and another by the subgroup GN ,Z of positive
smooth functions on N which are constant along the integral manifolds of Z. There is also
a representation ρ : GN ,Z → V where V = Lin(C∞(N ),D ′(M)), given by precomposition as
follows:
ρ(λ)v
.
= v ◦ [λ] ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ λ ∈ GN ,Z .
Theorem 5.4 reveals that the function θ : MetN ,Z → V given by g 7→ SN ,µg ◦TN ,g is equivariant
in the sense that θ(λg) = ρ(λ−1)θ(g). Let MetN ,Z ×ρ V denote the set of all orbits of pairs
(g, v) ∈ MetN ,Z × V under the GN ,Z-action given by
(g, v) 7→ (λg, ρ(λ−1)v) λ ∈ GN ,Z ,
and notice that there is a natural projection MetN ,Z ×ρ V → MetN ,Z/GN ,Z given by sending
the equivalence class of (g′, v′) to the equivalence class of g′ in MetN ,Z/GN ,Z . By the equiv-
ariance just discussed, θ corresponds uniquely to a section Θ : MetN ,Z/GN ,Z → MetN ,Z×ρ V ,
namely
Θ : [g] 7→ [(g, θ(g))].
θ can be uniquely retrieved from Θ by letting θ(g) be the unique element v of V such that
[(g, v)] = Θ(g). One might therefore say that Θ encodes a “universal structure” underlying the
characteristic Cauchy problem in the case in which the vector field X in P = g + X + [q] is
tangent to the initial data hypersurface.
6. Final remarks and applications
6.1. Relation with the existing literature. The line of attack on the characteristic Cauchy
problem pursued in this paper was mostly inspired by the works [Ren90] and [BW15]. In fact,
as already discussed in Section 1.1, the main existence result has been effectively (although not
explicitly in the details of the proofs) obtained by solving two (generalised) Goursat problems
using the approach in [Ren90], and subsequently merging the resulting solutions. A reason for
using Rendall’s method has been the ease with which it yields “one-sided smooth” solutions
given smooth data. On the other hand, it is to be expected that the same (or similar) existence
and regularity results can also be obtained by other means—for instance, by globalising the
parametrix-based approach in [Fri75, Sec. 5.4], or by using energy methods as done, for instance,
in [Ho¨r90, MzH90, CCW14].
An alternative route towards obtaining the global existence results in this paper could involve
first formulating the problem as a single “Cauchy problem” posed on a partially null Cauchy
surface. This is the point of view already sketched in [KW91] (cf. in particular Fig. 3 there), and
it is also related to the “SC-Case” discussed in [MzHS77] (cf. Fig. 1 there). In the homogeneous
case, one might proceed as follows: given a characteristic datum f , first construct a bona fide
(smooth or even just locally Lipschitz) Cauchy surface Σ for the ambient manifold, such that
Σ ∩N is a Σ-neighbourhood of supp f and contains the locus of points at which Σ has a null
normal. Then, solve a global Cauchy problem of sorts, with initial data of mixed type in that
only the zeroth-order Cauchy datum is prescribed (and is equal to f) on the null portion of Σ,
while, on the remaining spacelike portion of Σ, the solution is required to vanish together with
its first normal derivative. Notice that, at least if one is content with obtaining solutions in
finite energy spaces, the setup in Ho¨rmander’s paper [Ho¨r90] naturally accommodates for such
a space of Cauchy data of mixed type: in particular, the space L2(Σ, dν0Σ) in [Ho¨r90, Eq. (8)],
representing first-order Cauchy data, is zero-dimensional when localised in the null portion of
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Σ. A global solution will thus exist, certainly in a finite energy space, by the isomorphism in
[Ho¨r90, Eq. (8)]. By the standard domain of dependence property, the solution will have the
support properties denoted by (b2) and (b3) in Section 1.1, and its trace on N will vanish
everywhere outside supp f . Hence, by uniqueness as proved in this paper, it will actually be
independent of the chosen “deformation” Σ of N . Here, in addition, the resulting solution is
shown to be smooth on each side of N .
Aside from these references, there is a vast literature on the classical Goursat problem for
characteristic cones [Cag81, Dos02, CBCMG11, GW16]. Finally, in the setting of spacetimes
possessing a sufficiently regular asymptotic null infinity, the construction of a scattering theory
for conformally coupled fields is contingent on the resolution of a conformally related and “one-
sided” characteristic Cauchy problem posed on null infinity. This is because data for this problem
are interpreted as radiation fields in the sense of Friedlander, i.e. as traces on null infinity of
conformally rescaled fields. The reader is referred to [Nic16] for an up-to-date account and
further references.
6.2. Bifurcate Killing horizons and spaces of solutions SA and SB. The results in this
paper allow to vindicate or sharpen some claims made without proof in old literature on quantum
field theory on curved spacetimes. Arguably, the main example of such literature (which actually
provided the initial motivation for the current paper) is the seminal work carried out by Kay and
Wald in [KW91], on linear Klein–Gordon quantum fields on spacetimes possessing a bifurcate
Killing horizon structure. In the presence of such a structure, two smooth, null, closed and
achronal hypersurfaces naturally arise, namely the two “horizons” denoted by hA and hB in
[KW91] (a detailed presentation can be found in [Lup15, Sec. 2.2]). Under the assumptions
on the underlying spacetime manifold made in [KW91], both hA and hB will satisfy all of the
geometric hypotheses in the existence and uniqueness theorems proved in this paper. One may
thus define a space SA
.
= SolhhA [C
∞
c (hA)], and an analogous space SB by the replacement A↔ B.
In the language of [KW91], solutions in these spaces “propagate entirely through” hA and hB
(respectively). It is precisely the existence of these spaces, and the regularity and support
properties of their elements, that were claimed without proof in [KW91] (the reader is referred
in particular to the “Note Added in Proof” there). The results in this paper have completely
filled this gap. Therefore, the discussion on this particular point in [KW91] does not require
any modification.
Furthermore, the necessary and sufficient conditions for finite-order differentiability across
the initial data hypersurface presented in Section 3.3 here make it possible to sharpen some of
the arguments made in the “Note Added in Proof” to [KW91]. Namely, let N be the initial
data hypersurface for a two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem and S be a cross-section of
N . It follows from the discussion in Section 3.3 that
SolhN [C
∞
tc (N )] ∩ Ck(M) =
{
φ ∈ SN
∣∣ (t`φ)+ = (t`φ)− on S , ∀ ` = 0, . . . , k} ,
where t is any vector field transverse to N and the plus [resp. minus] sign indicates a limit
as N is approached from I+(N ) [resp. from I−(N )]. Applying these considerations to the
case of interest in [KW91], in which N = hA or hB and S = Σ is the “bifurcation surface”,
yields the following simple observation: In picking out subspaces of SA and SB according to
the requirement that they should consist of globally C2 solutions, it was not necessary to seek
solutions whose transverse derivatives up to order 5 vanish on Σ, as was done in the “Note
Added in Proof” in [KW91] and even in the recent revision of that work carried out in [KL16,
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App. B] and in [Lup15, Ch. 4]. Instead, solutions whose transverse derivatives up to order 2
vanish on Σ would have already fulfilled this desideratum.
6.3. Expansion density and two-point functions of Hadamard states on null hyper-
surfaces. A linear Klein–Gordon field is one defined by P = g + [q]—that is, no first-order
terms are present. If a two-sided characteristic Cauchy problem for such a P is posed on a null
hypersurface N with identically vanishing expansion density (Definition 5.2) then the represen-
tation formula, Equation (38), is reduced to
SolhN (f) = “2G
(
∂f
∂u
· δN ,n
)
”,
where u is a coordinate on N such that ∂/∂u = n]. Both the “horizons” hA, hB in a bifurcate
Killing horizon structure, and future/past null infinity I +/− of an asymptotically flat spacetime
in a Bondi gauge [Wal84, Ch. 11] constitute examples of divergence-free null hypersurfaces. One
might therefore speculate that the simplicity of the representation formula in both cases will be
a key ingredient in completely explaining the tantalising similarity between, on the one hand,
the universal expressions derived in [KW91] for the two-point functions of isometry-invariant
Hadamard states evaluated on pairs of solutions both in SA or in SB and, on the other hand,
the expression of the two-point function of the distinguished state on future/past null infinity
described in [DMP17] and in references therein. This ought to be further investigated.
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Appendix A. Causal completeness and causal compactness in Lorentzian
geometry
Throughout this section,M = (M, g, t) is a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold. The following
notions were first introduced by Leray in [Ler53] and used extensively in subsequent work, e.g.
in [Fri75, BGP07].
Definition A.1 (Future/past compactness). A ⊆M is future [resp. past ] compact if J+(p)∩A
[resp. J−(p)∩A] is compact for all p ∈M . A is temporally compact if it is both future and past
compact.
Remark. There also exist the following subtly different notions [Gal86, Tre11]: A ⊆ M is said
to be future/past causally complete if, for each q ∈ J+/−(A), the closure of J−/+(q)∩A in A is
compact. For a generic M , future (resp. past) causal completeness is a weaker condition than
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past (resp. future) compactness. However, subsets of globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds
are future (resp. past) causally complete if and only if they are past (resp. future) compact.
Clearly, any closed (in M or in the relative topology, by Lemma A.3 below) subset of a future
(resp. past) compact subsets is itself future (resp. past) compact. Moreover, the union and
intersection of two future (resp. past) compact subsets is future (resp. past) compact. Compact
sets are always temporally compact. More interestingly, Cauchy surfaces (when they exist) are
also temporally compact. The following further results are proved e.g. in [GV14, Sec. 3.1] or in
[Ba¨r15, Sec. 1.2].
Lemma A.2. If A ⊆M is either future or past compact, then it is closed. 
Lemma A.3. Suppose that M is globally hyperbolic. If A ⊆M is past compact, then J+(A) is
closed and thus J+(A) = I+(A). Furthermore, J+(A) too is past compact. Analogous statements
hold for J−(A) if A is future compact. 
If M is globally hyperbolic, a Cauchy-surface–based criterion for future/past compactness of
closed sets exists. A subset A ⊆ M is said to be future [resp. past ] bounded if there exists a
Cauchy surface C+ [resp. C−] such that A ⊆ J−(C+) [resp. A ⊆ J+(C−)].
Lemma A.4. Suppose that M is globally hyperbolic, and that A ⊆ M is closed. Then A is
future (resp. past) compact if and only if it is future (resp. past) bounded. 
For a vector bundle E → M one may now define subspaces of Γk(E), with k ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} ∪
{−∞}, consisting of (distributional) sections with causally restricted supports. Namely:
Γksc(E)
.
=
{
u ∈ Γk(E) ∣∣ suppu ⊆ J(K) for a compact K ⊆M} ,
Γkfc(E)
.
=
{
u ∈ Γk(E) ∣∣ suppu is future compact} ,
Γkpc(E)
.
=
{
u ∈ Γk(E) ∣∣ suppu is past compact} ,
and Γktc(E)
.
=
{
u ∈ Γk(E) ∣∣ suppu is temporally compact} = Γkfc(E) ∩ Γkpc(E)
are, respectively, the space of Ck sections with spatially compact support, the space of Ck
sections with future compact support, the space of Ck sections with past compact support, and
the space of Ck sections with temporally compact support. Furthermore, if E →M is the trivial
line bundle, obvious notations will be used for locally Sobolev sections with causally restricted
supports:
(42) ∀ s ∈ R, Hssc/pc/fc/tc(M) .= Hsloc(M) ∩D ′sc/pc/fc/tc(M).
Appendix B. Null hypersurfaces in Lorentzian manifolds
B.1. Elementary properties. This appendix will follow the presentation in [Kup87]. Let
(M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold of dimension d + 1 and let N ⊂ M be a smooth null hyper-
surface. Any non-zero vector tangent to N is either spacelike or null, and for any p ∈ N the
set of null or zero vectors in TpN is a one-dimensional vector subspace which coincides, as a
subspace of TpM , with the g-orthogonal space TpN
⊥ [O’N83, Lem. 5.28]. There is therefore a
canonical line bundle on N — the null line bundle KN of N —defined by
KN
.
=
∐
p∈N
TpN
⊥ pi−→ N .
The following result is standard (see, e.g., [Kup87, Prop. 4]).
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Proposition B.1. Let (M, g, t) be a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold, and let N ⊂ M be a
smooth null hypersurface. Then there exists a global future-directed section of KN
pi−→ N . Any
two such sections n, n′ are related by n′ = fn where f is a smooth positive function on N . In
particular, KN —equivalently, the conormal bundle to N —is globally trivial and orientable as
a vector bundle.
Proof. Let Θ be a smooth, future-directed and timelike vector field on M . View the metric as
a map g : TM ×M TM → R (where ×M denotes fibre product), and define θ : KN → R by
θ(X) = g(X,Θ ◦ pi(X)). Then θ is smooth, and θ(X) = 0⇔ X ∈ 0 where 0 denotes the image
of the zero section of KN . θ has no critical points on KN \0. Therefore, for any α ∈ R\0
the preimage θ−1{α} is a smooth hypersurface in KN , and piα .= piθ−1{α} defines an injective
smooth map onto N . By e.g. expressing θ in a local trivialization of KN , it is also easy to see
that piα is an immersion, and therefore a diffeomorphism. Its inverse defines a global, smooth,
nowhere-vanishing section of KN , which is future-directed if and only if α > 0. 
Definition B.2. Let N be a smooth null hypersurface in a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold,
and let n be a global future-directed section of the null line bundle of N . Any maximally
extended integral curve of n is called a null generator of N .
Proposition B.3. Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold and N be a smooth null hypersurface
with (local) tangent null vector field n. Then, on the subset of N on which n is defined, there
exists a smooth real-valued function f such that ∇nn = fn. That is, the integral curves of
n are null pregeodesics. In particular, the null generators of a smooth null hypersurface in
a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold are null pregeodesics and can be reparametrised to null
geodesics. 
Proposition B.3 does not imply that any global future-directed null vector field n tangent to
an arbitrary smooth null hypersurface can be globally rescaled to yield a geodesic vector field
n˜, i.e. one satisfying ∇n˜n˜ = 0. An obvious obstruction arises if one of the null generators is a
closed curve, and any of (and therefore all) its null geodesic reparametrisations returns to the
same point with a different velocity. To ensure that no such obstructions occur, it is necessary
to inject further causal assumptions. A number of sufficient conditions were derived in [Kup87,
Sec. 4].
Definition B.4. Let N be a smooth null hypersurface in a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold,
and let S be a smoothly embedded submanifold of N which is spacelike and of codimension 1
in N . Then S will be called a cross-section of N 19 if there exists a diffeomorphism χ : N →
R×S such that: χ(S ) = {0}×S ; denoting by ∂/∂U the vector field on R×S induced from
the standard d/dt vector field on R by the identification T (R × S ) ∼= TR × TS , χ∗(∂/∂U)
is a null, future-directed, vector field tangent to N (equivalently, for any x ∈ S the curve
χ−1(·, x) : R→ N is a null generator of N ).
A submanifold is a cross-section for a smooth null hypersurface in the abstract sense of
Definition B.4 if and only if any null generator “registers” on it once and never returns to it.
Lemma B.5 ([Kup87, Lem. 17]). Let N be a smooth null hypersurface in a time-oriented
Lorentzian manifold (M, g, t), and let n be a null and future-directed vector field tangent to N .
Then a spacelike, codimension-1 smoothly embedded submanifold S of N is a cross-section of
19Kupeli [Kup87, Def. 16] prefers to say that N is causally separated by S .
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N according to Definition B.4 if and only if any maximal integral curve of n intersects S at
precisely one parameter value. 
Lemma B.5 allows to find a sufficient condition for the rescalability of a null vector field,
tangent to a smooth null hypersurface, to a geodesic one.
Proposition B.6 ([Kup87, Thm. 18]). Let N be a smooth null hypersurface in a time-oriented
Lorentzian manifold M and n be a global future-directed null vector field on N . If N admits
a cross-section S then n can be globally rescaled to yield a future-directed null vector field n˜ on
N satisfying ∇n˜n˜ = 0. 
IfN admits a geodesic, future-directed, null, global tangent vector field n then the maximally
extended (in N ) integral curves of n will be referred to as the null geodesic generators of N .
Viewed as geodesics in the ambient Lorentzian manifold, these may of course fail to be future
or past inextensible.
The following proposition is a simple consequence of Lemma B.5 and of the equivalence
between global hyperbolicity and the existence of smooth spacelike Cauchy surfaces.
Proposition B.7. Let M be a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold. Then any smooth null
hypersurface N whose null generators, when reparametrised as null geodesics entirely contained
in N , are future and past inextensible as geodesics in M , admits a cross-section. 
B.2. A further result. Recall that the equalities I±(V ) = J±(V ), ∂I±(V ) = ∂J±(V ) and
J±(V )◦ = I±(V ) hold for any subset V of a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold.
Proposition B.8. LetM = (M, g, t) be a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold, N be an achronal
smooth null hypersurface, and S be a subset of N . Define20
S+
.
= S ∪ {p ∈ N | ∃ q ∈ S s.t. p comes after q along the null generator through q}
[resp. define S− by replacing “after” with “before”].
(a) It holds that S± ⊆ N ∩ ∂I±(S) = N ∩ ∂J±(S). In particular, N ⊆ ∂J±(N ).
Suppose in addition that the null generators of N , when reparametrised as null geodesics entirely
contained in N , are future [resp. past] inextensible as geodesics in M .
(b) J+(N )\I+(N ) = N [resp. J−(N )\I−(N ) = N ].
(c) In either case (“future” or “past”) J+(N ) ∩ J−(N ) = N and therefore J+(A) ∩
J−(A) ⊆ N for any A ⊆ N .
(d) If both conditions hold, then J(N ) is open in M and ∂J(N ) = [∂J+(N )\N ] ∪
[∂J−(N )\N ].
Finally assume that, in addition to the above, M is globally hyperbolic and S is future [resp.
past] causally complete in M .
(e) S+ = N ∩ ∂I+(S) = N ∩ ∂J+(S) = N ∩ J+(S) [resp. S− = N ∩ ∂I−(S) = N ∩
∂J−(S) = N ∩ J−(S)].
(f) If N is closed in M then S+ is closed in M [resp. S− is closed in M ].
Proof. The arguments for (a) will be given in the case of S+ and ∂I+(S), since the statements
involving the corresponding objects with + replaced by − then follow simply by a change in time
orientation. Similarly, (b), (c), (e) and (f) will be proved in the case where the assumption
20Recall that, according to Definition B.2, a null (geodesic) generator of a null hypersurface is always future-
directed and maximally extended.
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on N holds with the word “future”.
The generic inclusion S+ ⊆ N ∩ ∂I+(S) in (a) follows from the fact that, on the one hand,
S+ ⊆ J+(S) ⊆ I+(S) by construction and, on the other hand, S+ ∩ I+(S) = ∅ because N is
achronal and S ⊆ S+ ⊆ N . Hence, S+ ⊆ N ∩ [I+(S)\I+(S)] = N ∩ ∂I+(S).
Since N is achronal, the inclusion N ⊆ J+(N )\I+(N ) in (b) is obvious and it only needs to
be shown that, under the assumption on the null generators of N , J+(N )\[I+(N )∪N ] = ∅.
But this follows from a standard result in Lorentzian geometry [O’N83, Cor. 14.5]: namely, if
q ∈ J+(N )\[I+(N ) ∪N ] and γ is a future-directed causal curve connecting a point p ∈ N
to q, then γ must be, up to reparametrisation, a null geodesic. Let X ∈ TpN be null and
future-directed, and denote by ν : I →M the unique null geodesic, maximally extended in M ,
such that ν(0) = p and ν˙(0) = X. By assumption, ν(I ∩ [0,+∞)) ⊆ N . Concatenating ν[−ε,0]
(for a sufficiently small ε > 0) with γ defines a causal curve λ connecting points in N to q.
Again using [O’N83, Cor. 14.5] since p /∈ I+(N ) ∪N , λ must admit a reparametrisation into
a smooth null geodesic. But then (by geodesic uniqueness), the image of λ must be a subset
of ν(I ∩ [−ε,+∞)), and hence it must be entirely contained in N . In particular, one would
conclude that q ∈ N , contradicting the initial assumption.
To prove (c), note first that the equalities I+(V ) ∩ J−(V ) = I−(V ) ∩ J+(V ) = ∅ hold for any
achronal subset V of M (this is yet again an application of [O’N83, Cor. 14.5]). Hence, under
the additional assumption on the null generators of N , using (b) one sees that
J+(N ) ∩ J−(N ) = {I+(N ) ∩ J−(N )} ∪ {[J+(N )\I+(N )] ∩ J−(N )} = N .
The first statement in (d) follows from (b) together with the fact that, for any smooth hy-
persurface N ⊂ M which is nowhere timelike, the set I+(N) ∪ N ∪ I−(N) is always open.21
Clearly, no point in N can belong to ∂J(N ) and thus the inclusion ∂J(N ) ⊆ [∂J+(N )\N ]∪
[∂J−(N )\N ] in the second statement in (d) is certainly satisfied. It therefore needs to be
shown that ∂J+(N )\N ⊆ ∂J(N )—the arguments for ∂J−(N )\N being completely analo-
gous. Since ∂J+(N ) ⊆ J+(N ) ⊆ J(N ) automatically, it suffices to argue that ∂J+(N )\N ⊆
M\J(N ) = M\J(N ). Using (in the order indicated) item (b), the fact that ∂J+(N ) =
∂I+(N ), the fact that I+(N ) is open, and the fact that N is achronal, one sees that indeed
[∂J+(N )\N ] ∩ J(N ) ⊆ ∂I+(N ) ∩ [I+(N ) ∪ I−(N )] ⊆ ∂I+(N ) ∩ I−(N ) = ∅.
One inclusion in (e) was already proved in (a) under general assumptions, so one need only
prove that N ∩ ∂I+(S) ⊆ S+ in the presence of global hyperbolicity and of future causal
completeness of S. By Lemma A.3, in this case J+(S) is equal to the closure of I+(S), whence
∂I+(S) = I+(S)\I+(S) = J+(S)\I+(S). It follows that the points in N ∩∂I+(S) are precisely
those points on N which cannot be reached from S by following a future-directed timelike
curve, but can be reached from S by following a future-directed causal curve. That any such
causal curve must be a null geodesic entirely contained in N , and thus that such points must
belong to S+, then follows from an argument analogous to the one used in the above proof of
part (b); the details will be omitted. Finally, N ∩ ∂J+(S) = N ∩ J+(S) in this case follows
from the closedness of J+(S) together with the achronality of N .
(f) then follows immediately since ∂I+(S) is a closed set. 
21Proof: Let U be an open neighbourhood of N in M arising from the flow of a global and timelike vector
field on M . Then N ⊂ U ⊆ N ∪ I+(N ) ∪ I−(N), and the claim follows.
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Appendix C. Global Borel Lemma for smooth hypersurfaces
For completeness, a version of Borel’s lemma will be provided here which applies to smooth
hypersurfaces in smooth (finite-dimensional) manifolds.
Theorem C.1 (Borel’s lemma, smooth hypersurface version). Let M be a manifold of dimension
d + 1, S ⊂ M be a smooth hypersurface, and V be a smooth vector field which is everywhere
transverse to S. Then, given any collection {fn}∞n=0 ⊂ C∞(S) such that
⋃∞
n=0 supp fn ⊆ K for
some K closed in M , there exists an F ∈ C∞(M) solving V nF S = fn for each n ≥ 0.
Proof. Let D ⊆ R × M be the maximal flow domain of V , θ : D → M be the flow of V ,
O .= (R× S) ∩ D, and Φ .= θO. By standard results [Lee13, Thm. 9.20], there exists a smooth
positive function δ on S such that the restriction of Φ to Oδ .= {(t, p) ∈ O | |t| < δ(p)} is a
diffeomorphism onto an open subset V of M . Moreover, denoting this restriction by Φδ, one
has V = [Φδ]∗(∂/∂t). It may then also be deduced (e.g. from [Lee13, Cor. 8.21]) that, for all
integers n ≥ 0 and all F ∈ C∞(V), V nF ◦ Φδ = ∂n∂tn (F ◦ Φδ). Thus, the extension problem at
hand is reduced to the problem of finding a function F˜ ∈ C∞(Oδ) such that F .= F˜ ◦ Φδ−1 is
smoothly extendible from V to M and ∂nF˜∂tn (0, p) = fn(p) ∀ p ∈ S.
Without loss of generality, assume that δ(p) ≤ 1 for all p ∈ S. Let now σ : R → R be a
smooth function such that
σ(t) =
{
1 |t| ≤ 1/4
0 |t| ≥ 1/2.
Let {U (j)}j∈J be an open cover of S by S-open sets with compact closure, and let {ρ(j)}j∈J be
a (locally finite) partition of unity subordinate to this cover. For all j ∈ J let also δ(j) > 0 be
the infimum of δ restricted to the set U (j), so that (−δ(j), δ(j)) × U (j) is an open submanifold
of Oδ and its image under Φδ is an open subset of M . Finally, for all j and n define f (j)n .=
ρ(j)fn ∈ C∞c (U (j)) and let µ(j)n be in [1,+∞). Then the functions {g˜(j)n }∞n=0 defined by
g˜(j)n (t, p) = σ
(
µ
(j)
n t
δ(j)
)
tn
n!
f (j)n (p)
are certainly smooth and with compact support on (−δ(j), δ(j))×U (j), for all j and n. Let h be
an auxiliary Riemannian metric on U (j), and let e
.
= h+dt2 on (−δ(j), δ(j))×U (j). For any non-
negative integer k, let ‖·‖k and |||·|||k (respectively) be the Ck-norms of smooth functions on U (j)
and (−δ(j), δ(j))×U (j) obtained by using the Levi-Civita connections of h and e (respectively).
For each j, one can ensure convergence of the series
∑∞
n=0 g˜
(j)
n to a smooth function F˜ (j) on
(−δ(j), δ(j)) × U (j), as well as equality of all derivatives of the limit function with the infinite
series of corresponding termwise derivatives, by choosing the sequence
(
µ
(j)
n
)∞
n=0
in such a way
as to make the series absolutely convergent in all |||·|||k norms. By combining standard estimates
(see, e.g., Lemmas 1.1.11, 1.1.12 and 2.4.1 in [BGP07]), it can be shown that one may set
µ
(j)
0 = 1 and
µ(j)n = µ
(j)
n
[(
f
(j)
i
)∞
i=0
]
.
= 1 +
max`≤n−1
{
c(`, n) ‖σ‖C`(R)
}
·∑k≤n−1 2kβk∥∥f (j)n ∥∥k
n!αn
∀ n ≥ 1,
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where the βk and the c(`, n) are non-negative universal constants,
22 and (αn)
∞
n=0 is an arbitrary
positive and summable sequence. It is clear that the resulting smooth function F˜ (j) has compact
support in (−δ(j), δ(j))×U (j), and that ∂nF˜ (j)∂tn (0, p) = f (j)n (p) ∀ p ∈ U (j). Hence, F˜
.
=
∑
j∈J F˜
(j)
is smooth on Oδ and ∂nF˜∂tn (0, p) = fn(p) ∀ p ∈ S. Let K ⊆ S be the M -closed set in the
statement of theorem. By construction, the support of F = F˜ ◦ Φδ−1 is contained in C .=
Φδ
( {(t, p) ∈ O | p ∈ K, |t| ≤ 3δ(p)/4} ) and this set is closed in M . Hence, F can be smoothly
extended from V to M by combining it with the zero function on M\C via a partition of unity
subordinate to the open cover {V,M\C}. 
Appendix D. Divergence theorem for densities and formal adjoints
Let M be a (d+ 1)-dimensional manifold with or without boundary, on which are defined a
C1 nowhere vanishing density µ and a C1 vector field Υ. The divergence of Υ relative to µ is
the continuous function divµΥ uniquely defined by
(43) (divµΥ)µ = £Υµ,
where £Υ denotes the Lie derivative along Υ. In the special case in which (M, g) is a semi-
Riemannian manifold, ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection associated with g, and µ = µg is the
volume density arising from g, it is well known that divµgΥ = Tr(∇Υ) = (∇aΥa)µg.
The first version of the divergence theorem presented here applies to domains whose topo-
logical boundaries are smooth hypersurfaces in M . Following [LS90, Secs. 10.5 & 10.6], a Borel
measurable set D ⊆M will be called a domain with regular boundary in M if, for every p ∈M ,
there is a chart (U,ϕ) about p such that one of the following three possibilities holds: (i)
U ∩ D = ∅; (ii) U ⊆ D; (iii) ϕ(U ∩ D) = ϕ(U) ∩ {(y0, . . . , yd) ∈ Rd+1 ∣∣ yd > 0}. Given such
a D and x ∈ ∂D, the two connected components of TxM\Tx∂D consist of the inward-pointing
or outward-pointing vectors with respect to D. If Y is a vector at x, µ is a density on Tx∂D,
and i denotes the inclusion of ∂D into M , the interior product ιY µ is the density on Tx∂D
defined by [ιY µ](X1, . . . , Xd) = µ(i∗X1, . . . , i∗Xd, Y ) ∀ X1, . . . , Xd ∈ Tx∂D. It is important to
note that ιY µ = 0 whenever Y ∈ Tx∂D, and that ιY µ = ιY ′µ whenever Y − Y ′ ∈ Tx∂D. [To
prove the second statement assuming Y /∈ Tx∂D, pick an ordered basis (X1, . . . , Xd) of Tx∂D
and complete it to bases B .= (X1, . . . , Xd, Y ) and B′ .= (X1, . . . , Xd, Y ′) of TxM . Then use the
defining property of densities and the fact that the unique linear map A ∈ GL(TxM) taking
B′ to B has unit determinant.] It follows that any n ∈ T ∗xM normal to ∂D uniquely defines a
density ιnµ on Tx∂D by
(44) ιnµ
.
= ιY µ for any Y ∈ TxM such that n(Y ) = 1.
Dually to the notion for vectors, a covector n normal to ∂D will be said to be outward pointing
(relative to D) if n(Y ) > 0 for any outward-pointing vector Y , and inward pointing if n(Y ) < 0
for any such Y .
Theorem D.1 (Classical divergence theorem for densities, following [LS90]). Let M be a man-
ifold (without boundary), µ be a C1 density on M , and Υ be a C1 vector field with compact
support on M . If D is a domain with regular boundary in M and n is any (not necessarily
22In terms of the notation used in [BGP07, Lem. 1.1.12], βk = max{1, α(k, 1)}.
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continuous) field of conormals to ∂D, define the functions Υ and sgnD(n) on ∂D by
Υ(x) =

1 if Υ(x) points out of D
−1 if Υ(x) points into D
0 if Υ(x) is tangent to ∂D
and sgnD(n)(x) =
{
1 if n(x) is outward pointing
−1 if n(x) is inward pointing.
Let also ιnµ be as defined in Equation (44). Then
(45)
[∫
D
(divµΥ)µ =
] ∫
D
£Υµ =
∫
∂D
Υ ιΥµ =
∫
∂D
sgnD(n)n(Υ) ιnµ,
where the equality in square brackets is valid if µ is nowhere vanishing.
Proof. The first (unbracketed) equality in (45) is Theorem 6.1, p. 421 in [LS90]. It will now be
shown that Υ ιΥµ = sgnD(n)n(Υ) ιnµ pointwise under the given assumption on n. Let x ∈ ∂D
and Y ∈ TxM be a vector pointing out of D and such that n(Y ) = sgnD(n)(x). Let ΥY be
uniquely defined by
Υ(x)−ΥY Y ∈ Tx∂D;
then 0 = n(Υ(x))−ΥY n(Y ) = n(Υ(x))−ΥY sgnD(n)(x), i.e. ΥY = [sgnD(n)n(Υ)](x). On the
other hand, it obviously holds that Υ(x) = sgn(ΥY ). Hence, everywhere on ∂D,
(46) Υ = sgn[sgnD(n)n(Υ)] = sgnD(n) sgn[n(Υ)].
The pointwise behaviour of ιΥµ will now be examined. By the considerations preceding the
statement of the theorem, ιΥ(x)µ = ι(ΥY Y )µ, and the latter equals |ΥY | ιY µ by the defining
property of densities. Therefore,
(47) ιΥ(x)µ = |ΥY | ιY µ = |n(Υ(x))| ιn(x)µ.
Since x ∈ ∂D was arbitrary, combining Equations (46) and (47) gives Υ ιΥµ = sgnD(n)n(Υ) ιnµ
everywhere on ∂D, as claimed. 
The restriction to domains with regular boundary in the statement of Theorem D.1 is un-
necessary. Various density/continuity arguments may be used to extend the result to rougher
domains and/or to vector fields of regularity lower than C1. For the purposes of this paper, the
following strengthening will suffice: as shown in App. I in [Tay06] (see also [EG15, Thm. 5.16]),
Theorem D.1 holds almost verbatim if ∂D is a locally Lipschitz topological hypersurface in M .
In that case, the integrand Υ ιΥµ is not defined everywhere on ∂D, but is still defined almost
everywhere on ∂D since, by Rademacher’s theorem on Lipschitz functions, ∂D has a tangent
space at almost all of its points.
D.1. Formal adjoints of vector fields. As a corollary of Theorem D.1, one may now find a
general expression for the formal adjoint of a smooth vector field (seen as a first-order scalar
differential operator) with respect to a given nowhere-vanishing smooth density. The proof is a
standard exercise in integration by parts and will be omitted.
Corollary D.2. Let µ be a nowhere-vanishing smooth density on a manifold M (with or without
boundary), and let X be a C1 vector field. Then the formal adjoint differential operator to X,
with respect to µ, is
X† = −X − [divµX].
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In particular, the formal adjoints of X relative to two distinct (nowhere-vanishing) densities
differ by a multiplication operator. If µ = µg is the volume density of a semi-Riemannian
metric g then X† = −X − divX = −X − [∇aXa]. 
D.2. Jump formulae for differential operators and single-layer distributions. The
main ingredient in the argument for uniqueness used in the main body of text is a certain
commutator identity involving the partial differential operator of interest and the indicator
function of a relevant domain. Analogous identities may be obtained for general operators and
domains, as simple corollaries of the divergence theorem for densities. In the theory of distribu-
tions and of partial differential equations, these and related commutator identities (particularly
when expressed in distributional language as will be done below) are often referred to as jump
formulae.
In this subsection, M will denote a manifold on which is defined a preferred smooth, nowhere-
vanishing density µ. The following is a simple consequence of the divergence theorem together
with the definition of a Green vector field, Equation (4).
Corollary D.3. Let P be a scalar differential operator on M with smooth coefficients, for
which a Green vector field G exists in the sense of Equation (4). Let D be a domain with locally
Lipschitz boundary in M ; 1D will denote the indicator function of D, whose corresponding
multiplication operator is [1D] : C
∞(M) → D ′(M). Then, for any (possibly rough and/or
almost everywhere defined) field of outward-pointing conormals to ∂D,
(48) 〈[[1D], P ]φ , χµ〉 =
∫
D
(divµG[χ, φ])µ =
∫
∂D
n(G[χ, φ]) ιnµ
whenever φ, χ ∈ C∞(M) and suppχ ∩ suppφ ∩D is compact. 
Recall that pointwise multiplication by µ yields an isomorphism [µ] : C∞(c)(M)→ Γ∞(c)(DM).
Definition D.4 (Single-layer distributions). Let X be a smoothly embedded closed submanifold
of M and i : X →M be the inclusion map. Given a ρ ∈ [C∞c (X)]′, the assignment
Γ∞c (DM) 3 ν 7→ SX,ρ(ν) .=
{
ρ ◦ i∗ ◦ [µ]−1}(ν)
defines a distribution SX,ρ on M which will be referred to as the single-layer distribution as-
sociated with the pair (X, ρ). SX,ρ has compact support whenever ρ does. The linear and
continuous mapping [C∞c (X)]
′ 3 ρ 7→ SX,ρ ∈ D ′(M), uniquely determined by X and the back-
ground density µ, will be denoted by SX,µ.
Note that, by the divergence theorem, 〈[SX,µ ◦£y](ρ) , µ〉 = 0 for any ρ ∈ [C∞c (X)]′ and
y ∈ X(X) such that supp y ∩ supp ρ is compact. A basic example of a single-layer distribution
is what might be referred to as the delta distribution supported on a hypersurface Y relative to
a (sufficiently regular) field of non-zero conormals along Y , namely the distribution δY,n given
by 〈δY,n , ν〉 .=
∫
Y
ιnν. Indeed, δY,n = SY,µ(ιnµ) for any smooth nowhere-vanishing density µ.
The following property will be relevant: if F ∈ C∞(Y ;R\{0}) and n′ .= Fn, then δY,n′(ν) =
δY,n(|F |−1ν). In particular, δY,n = δY,−n.
Single-layer distributions (as well as their generalisations, the multi-layer distributions) ap-
pear frequently in the literature on PDEs [See62, Wag10, Sta11, OW15], for they provide a
convenient way to reformulate jump formulae in a distributional language. To wit, the following
is a restatement of Corollary D.3.
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Corollary D.5. Let P and G be as in Corollary D.3, and let D be a domain with regular
boundary in M . Assume there exists a smooth, everywhere outward-pointing conormal field n
along ∂D. Then, whenever φ, χ ∈ C∞(M) and suppχ ∩ suppφ ∩D is compact,
〈[[1D], P ]φ , χµ〉 = 〈S∂D,µ(M [χ, φ]) , µ〉 ,
where M [χ, φ]
.
= n(G[χ, φ]∂D) ιnµ. 
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